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We introduce recurslvely invariant/3-recurskon theo D as a new approach towards recurslon 
theory on an a~bitrary limit ordinal /3. We follow Friedman and Sacks and call a subset of 
/3 ~-reeurslvely enumerable kf it is x~k-definable over L a. Since Friedman-Sacks' nouon of a 
/3-fimte set rs not invariant under ~-reeursive p'~rmutations of/3 we turn to a different notaon. 
Under all possible invanant generahzations of finite there ~s a canomeal one which we call 
k-fimte, We consider further in the inadmissible case those criteria for the adequacy of 
generalizations of finite whkeh have earher been developed by IG-ersel, Moschovakts and others 
We Io~k at mfimtary languages o~er inadmlsskble sets L a and the compactness theorem for 
these languages, the characterization f the basic notions of /3-recurslon theory m terms of 
model theoreuc mvariance, the definition of /3-recursmn theory vm an equauon calculus and 
axioms for computation theories In turns out that in all these approaches the i-fimte sets are 
those subsets of B l~espectively L~ which behave like fimte sets. 
In,,anant /3-recurs~on theow contains classkcal recurs~on theory and a-recursion theory as 
special cases, We start in the second half of this paper the systemalac ,levelopment of mvarmnt 
/3-reeurslon theory for all limit ordinals/3 We study in partkcular t-degrees, which gcnerahze 
Funng degrees and ¢~-degrees Besides 0 (the ~iegree of/3-recurslve ,.,ets) and 0' (the largest 
/3-r e, degree) there exist incomparable (3-r e. i-degrees for every limit ordinal/3 Snndar as the 
step from ~ to a ga~e rise to the mtr~luctaon of regular respectwe~y h perregular sets v,e 
arrive m invarmnt fl-recurs~on theory at the new nouon of an l-absolute fl-r e set This nouon 
ks useful m order to describe a &ffereaee among hyperregular /3-r e. sets which occurs 
exduslvely in the inadnnssible ease The study of l-degrees ts most difficult for those /3 which 
arc strongl~ inadmissible (ke ~rlcf/3<0*) For those strongly inadmissible /3 where /3* ks 
regular we give two new constructions ~hich rely h~avdy on the combinatorial properties of 
regular cardinals (O, closed unbounded sets and the A-System lemma) We construct a fl-r e 
degree ,, >0  such that no degree b~a contains a simple set and we prove a sphttmg theorem 
for snnple/3-r.e sets We base the defimtion of a simple set on the general notkon of a I-finite 
set 
1. Introduction and foundations 
/3 is a lways a hmi t  o rd ina l  in the  fo l lowing.  We want  to s tudy  recurs ion  theory  
on  t5. It is conven ient  o  have  a domain  wh ich  does  not  conta in  ord ina ls  only.  The  
e lements  o f /3  are  not  even  c losed  under  pa i r ing  x, y ~ {x, y}. There fore  we take  
as domain  ins tead  o f /3  a s l ight ly larger  co l lect ion  of  sets  wh ich  we can budd up 
mechan:ca l ly  on  our  way  through/3 .  A very  natura l  cho ice for  such a domain  is 
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L a ~ the collection of all sets which are constructible on levels less than/3. L a is 
generated by iterating/3 times the operation 
where 
Define 
u --~ Def(u) 
Def(u) := {x ~ u I x is definable over (u, E t u x u) 
by some first order formula with 
parameters from u}. 
L0 = Os 
Lv+ ~ = Oef(Lv) ,
Lx = I.J {L v 13' < )t} for limit ordinals X. 
Eve~ y L~ ~s transitive, the ordmals in L, are exactly the ordinals less than 3' and 
for 3 '<8 we have Lv~ L~s. Further the function 3'~--,Lv from /3 into L~ is ,V~L a 
definable for e~ery limit ordinal/3 (see Devlin [3] or [4] for details concerning the 
constructible hierarchy). 
Oetinilion 1.1. ,~ set A c_ L a is ~-recursitrely enumerable (/3-r.e.) ilt A is v I L a 
(i e A is definaale over La by some _vt-formula which may contain elements of 
La as parameters) 
The definitior of a/3-r.e, set and a ~t-recursive function is due to Friedman and 
Sacks [8]. 
A canonical enumeratton procedure ts associated with every ~l-definition q~(x) 
of a/3-r.e, set A: 
Generate successwely the levels Lo, Lt . . . . .  /--v . . . .  (3' </3) of the constructibte 
h~erarchy up to /3. Envmerate at every step 3' those elemel~ts z into A which 
satisfy L~ V~(z) and which have not already been enumerated before 
This g~ves an enumeratton of the set A because we have for every z c Lt~ 
/-e k q~(z'J¢~::13" </3 (L,,b q~(z)), 
using the fact that q~ is a vl-formula. 
A /3-r.e. set together with the described enumeration procedure is a perfect 
example for the general concept ~[ a recurs~vely enumerable set. This concept was 
e.,.plicated e.g. by Post [34] and Sacks [39], They describe a recurstvely enumera- 
bte set as a generated set. The set is generated by a predetermined effective 
process which puts at certain steps elements into the set. Once an element is 
placed in the set, it stays there. We follow Sacks [39] and speak of a RE set if we 
want to appeal to this general concept. The example shows that the concept of a 
RE set does not require any strong closure conditions of the considered omain 
(hke e.g. admissibility) 
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l~fmit ion 1.2. A partial function f :  L a ~ L a is called pamal :3-recurswe iff the 
graph of f is 18-r.e. If f is in addition defined on all elements of L~, then we call f 
9-recursive. 
A canonical way to compute a partial /3-recursive function f comes together 
with its definition. We fix a s2tl.~ definition of the graph of f. Given x ~.L~ we 
start to enumerate the graph of f step by step as described before. At every step 3~ 
we check whether some pair of the form (x, z) occurs among the enumerated 
elements. If we find such a pair (x, z) we say that the computation ot f(x) 
converges (at step 3,) with value z. 
At this point the question arises which prooerties of subsets o f / . ,  one should 
study in /3-recursion theory. The second basic concep: of recurslon theory is 
finiteness. Therefore abo~e all we have to fiud out which sets are playing the role 
of finite sets in ~-recur~ion theory. We choose here the principle of recurswe 
invariance as our guide. 
In mathematics the study of lnvariant properties was first formulated as a 
genera', program by Felix Klem (Erlanger Programm, 1872). Felix Klein st:ggested 
to define branches of mathematics in terms of a space X (i.e. a set X) and a group 
G of transformations acting on that space (i.e. a set of permutations of X which is 
a group under the la~ of composition (f, g)~-*f o g). A property of subsets of X is 
called G-mvariant if for every set A _ X and every f ~ G we have that A has this 
property iff f[A] has this property. The branch of mathematics determined by X 
and G is the study of G-invariant properties. 
Klein's program has penetrated large parts of modern mathematics. It was 
introduced into (ordinary) recursion theory by Rogers [35]. Here X is the set of 
natural numbers and G is the group of all recursive permutations of the natural 
numbers. Instead of G-mvariant one says recurslvely invariant. All important 
notions of ordinary recursion theory (except subrecursive hierarchies etc.) are 
recursively invariant. In fact Rogers [35] states: "The notion of recursive In- 
variance characterizes oor theory and serves as a touchstone for determimng 
possible usefulness of new concepts.' 
It seems that Klein's program was never explicitly mentioned in generahzed 
recursion theory. Nevertheless one followed it intuitivel). For example m a-  
recursion theory and in recursion theory in higher types all the cons~flered notions 
are in~ariant under the approximate group of recurstve peimutations 
In 18 *recursion theory the definitions of a/~-recursively enumerable set and of a 
/3-recm~ive function are very convincing. In fact these are the only definitions in 
/3-recursion theory, which are immediately justified by our intuition Since there is 
a canomcal choice of X and G we can use Klein's program as a guide for the 
definition of further notions in 18-recursion theory 
l~fhtitlon 1.3. A property of subsets of L,  is called recurswely mvanant lff ~t ~s 
G-Jnvariant, where G is the group of all /3-recursuve permutations of La 
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We want to study, which subsets of L a are playing the role of finite sets. A 
'finite' set in /3-recursion theory should be /3-recursive and bounded (call a set 
M ~ L e bounded iff M c L v for some ~, </3). Thus we consider 
C:={Qc_~(LB)tQ is recurswely invariant and every element of Q is 
/3-recursive and bounded}. 
The union of any number of elements of C is again an element of (2. Therefore C 
has a largest element which we cal l / .  This largest element is the most interesting 
one from the mathematical point of view. More important: I is distinguished from 
all the other elements of C through its coherence with the notion of a /3- 
recursively enumerable set. We can make this point more preci~ after Theorem 
1.11, where we have a perspicuous characterization of I at hand, It is convenient 
to prove some other fundamental facts first. 
De- -on  1.4. A subset of L a is called i-linite ('invariantly finite') itt it is an 
element of I~the  largest recursively invariant class of /3-recursive bounded 
subsets of L a. 
Sometimes we write i a-finite instead of i-finite in order to stress the dependence 
upon/3. Observe that for 13 = to the i-finite sets are exactly the finite sets and for 
/3 = a (e admissible) the ~-finite sets are exactly the t~-fimte sets. Thus ordinary 
recursion theory and a-reeursion theory are special cases of recursively invariant 
/3-recursi~n theory 
Small greek letters will always denote ordinals m the following. 
Defu~liou 1.$. (a) B* :=/t8 ~/3 (there is a /3-recursive function which maps /3 
one-one into 8). /3* is called the £t-projecaon of 13. 
(b) (rl cf/3"= ~8 ~</3 (there ts a /3-recursive function which maps 8 cofinally 
into/3), trl cf/3 ~s called the recurswe o[inahly of (3. 
(c) An ordinal 3' </3 is called a ~3-cardinal iff 
Le V[~3 8 <3' :If ff maps 3" one-one into 6)]. 
(d) /3-cald(x):= ix8 (there is some [¢  L a which maps x one-one into 8) for any 
x s Lo. /3-card(x) is called the /3-cardinahtv o[ x 
Observe that /3" and tr l  cf/3 are always /3-cardinals. /3 is admissible iff 
tr l  cf/3 = 13 A Skolem hull argument as in the proof of the following lemma 
shows that lhere is always a largest/3-cardinal d/3 is inadmissible [9]. This implies 
that /3*</3 for inadmissible (3. It is easy to see that /3-card(x) is a well-defined 
ordinal less than /3 for every x e L a. 
The following lemma is well known. Its proof ts a refinement of a standard 
proof of GCH in L (see [3,4]). ' LkGCH'  follows from the lemnla as a special 
case (take /3 = ~) 
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Lemma 1.6 (reflection principle). Assume that p is a [3 cardinal and p~/3*. 
Further assume that x ~ L o and x c La for some 8 < p. Then x e Lp. 
Proof, Assume 6~to  (otherwise trivial). Let h be a v Sko ,:m function for Lo 
without parameters ( ee [4]). Define the set D as the closure of La+~ U{x} under 
the pairing function u, v ~ {u, v}. Define Y '= h[to × D]. Then D c Y<x,  Lo and 
the transitive collapse of Y is some L v with a limit ordinal 3" ~</3 according to 
Devlin [4]. Call the collapsing function ~r. Since x = ,r(x)~ L v it is enough to show 
that 3,~<to. h I' to×D is -v 1 definable over L o with parameters from Ls,~U{x}. 
(h ~' to × D) -I  is in general not a function. Therefore we apply the canonical v 
unffo*mizatmn procedure (see [4]) and get a one-one function f c_ (h l to  ×D)  -t  
with dom f= Y. Furthern,ore f is definable over L~ (and over Y) by some -~1 
formula $ with parameters from/~+x Ll{x}. D is transitive and therefore the same 
formula tk defines over l.v a function 1~ which maps Lv one-one into D where 
jF(,tr(u)) = w(f(u)). This implies T</3 since one can map D/3-recursively one-one 
mto 6 and according to our assumption we have 6 </3*. Therefore we know that 
[e  i'_. a and there F an other element of L a which maps D one-one into & Since p 
IS a /3-cardinal this imphes 3' < P. []  
Corollary 1.% Assume that x e L o and x c_~3 ~ Then there is a 3~/3"  and  a 
funcnon f ~ L o whwh maps ~ one-one onto x. 
lh'ooL [ is the function which enumerates x m order For admissible /3 it IS 
obvious that f~/as. Otherwtse we know that/3*</3 and we show inductavely that 
f 1' ~r~ Lo. for every t r<& For limtt ordinals or we use m this incluctmn the 
preceding Lemma I 6, [] 
Remark 1.8. Without the assumption 0<~/3 "~ in Lemma 1 6 one comes into 
difficulties in the proof of Lemma 1.6 in the case that /3 is not a limit of limit 
oldinals If one works with Jensen's J-hierarchy one can use at this point Jensen's 
uniformization theorem (see [17]). We can avoid here all complicated machinery 
because only the following two facts are needed (they are derived m the proof of 
Theorem 1.11): 
(a) for every i-finite set x ~ L 0 there IS some f ~ L~ which maps x one-one onto 
some T<cr l  cf/3 
(b~ if x~L  o is not t-finite, then there as some f~Lo  which maps t r lc f /3  
one-one into ~. 
I emma 1.9. Assume A c_ t~s ,s /3-r.e. Then there is an ordinal 8 <-/3 and a 
(~-recurswe funcnon f which maps 8 one-one onto A. We can always choose 
8 ~max(/3*, crl cf/3). 
lhtooL According to De~,lin [4] there extsts a ~3-recurswe function which maps/3 
onto L~. One can apply ,,Vt-uniformization to the inverse of this function and thus 
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get a /3-recurswe function which maps L~ one-one into /3. Therefore we can 
assume that the given/3-r.e, set A is a subset of ~*. 
Fix a ~VtLo definition q~ of A and a g-recursive cofinal continuous increasing 
function q: o'1 cf/3 ~/3 .  One can define a /3-recursive function h:o ' l  ef/3--* L~ 
such that h(~) is a function which maps some 8~ ~ fl* one-one onto 
for every ,y<u lc f /3  (h(~,) exists by Corollary 1.7). It is easy to define a 
/3-recursi,~e funcuon g which maps some ~<max( /3* .o ' lc f /3)  one-one onto 
U {{-/}x6~ [ 7 <o"1 cf 13} (use Lemma 1.6 if o'1 cf/3 < [~*). We get the wanted 
function f by combining g and h. []  
Coronary 1,10. There exists a/3-r~ ~rsive function whitlt maps max(~*, cr 1 cf ~) 
one-one onto ~3(see [9]) and there exists a /3-recursit~ function which maps /3 
one-one onto Eft. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.9 there exists a /3-recursive function which maps some 
8 ~< max(/3*, o'1 cf/3) one-one onto 18 (take A:=/3 in the lemma). By definition of 
/3" and cr 1 cf 18 we have 8 ~>/3" and 8 ~ cr 1 cf/3. Therefore 8 = max(~ *, cr 1 cf/3). 
For the second part of the corollary we take A := L 0 in 1.emma 1.9. As before 
we get a/3-recursive function which maps max(/3*, crl cf/3~ one-one onto L~. We 
combine this function with the preceding one in order to get a ~-recursive 
function which maps /3 one-one onto L 0, I:] 
Theorem I .U .  The set I of i-finite subsels of L o i~ a/3-recursive subset of L~. One 
has for every x ~ Lo: 
x Is i-linitec~/3-card(x~< crl cf f3 
¢~3 f~ L a 3 ~<tr l  cf/3 ( /maps  x one-one onto 8). 
Preo|.  Take an i-finite set x. Since ~ is /3-r.e. there exists by Lemma 1.9 an 
or,Jinal ~5 ~</3 and a /3-recurswe function f ~hlch maps 8 one-one onto x. 
Assume for a contradiction that 8 >~ crl cf/3. Define then ~: = f [a l  cf/3]. Fix a 
/3-recurswe cofinal increasing functton q:~rl cf/3 ~/3  such that £ N q[cr I cf t~ ]---O. 
Define a /3-recursive permutation h of /~ as follows: 
q ( f 'qz ) )  if z,-~, 
h(z) '=~f(q-~(z))  ff z e q[~rl cf ~]. 
otherwise 
is /3-recu~sive (since x is/3-recursive) and q[crl cf ¢J] is/3-recursive (since q is 
mcreasing a~d cofinal). Thus h is/3-recursive, h(x) is unbouuded and therefore 
nt, t an e'~ement of 1 This is a contradiction to the rccursive mvar~ance of I. 
Since 6<~r l  cf/3 ~t is clear that f~L~. 
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Further one verifies easily that {xeI.ol l3-card(x)<erlcf /3} is recursively 
invariant. Thus it is a subset of I by the definition of L This finishes the proof of 
the claimed equalities. 
The set {xeLa l /3 -card(x)<tr lc f /3  } is obviously /3-r.e. The set S :={x~ 
La f3.f ~ La (f maps ~r 1 cf/3 one-one into x)} is as well/3-r.e. Therefore we know 
that I is/3-recursive as soon as we have shown that S =/13 - L 
We have S c L a - I since tr 1 cf t3 is a /3-cardinal. In order to show L~ - 1 _ S 
we take ~me x c L~ - L We can assume without loss of generahty that x is subset 
of a /3-cardinal p because there is some g ~ L a which maps x one-one into 
/3-card(x). Let f: Crl cf/3--* x be the/3-recursive function which enumerates the 
first ~rl cf/3 elements of x in order. We want to show that fe  L~. For trl cf/3 = to 
this is immediate since f ~ 3' is finite and therefore an element of Lo for every 
3,<tr l  cf t3. For trl cf/3 >to we know that/3 is a limit of limit ordmals. Therefore 
we can drop the assumption O~/3* in Lemma 1.6. (Frove Lemma 1 6 as follows 
for these /3: Take some limit ordinal A such that L~..+IU{x}~_Lx. Consider the 
Skolem hull in La, not in t~.) Thus we get that f t-~, e L~ for every 3, < ¢rl cf/3 
This implics that we can define f over some L,, with tr </3. [] 
We can now explain the announced coherence between the notion of i- 
finiteness and the notion of a /3-recursivety enumeravle set. In recursion theory 
one usually considers the 'universe" as a potential mfimty which is in a certam 
sense the limit of the finite world below. Likewise one expects, that a RE set can 
be approximated from below by taking into consideration a larger and larger 
'fnite" number of steps in the associated enumeration procedure. For generalized 
reeursive functions one can formulate this equivalently as the requircment, hat 
every converging computation comes to a:" end after performing a "fimte' number 
of steps in the computation procedure 
It turns out that the way of counting steps m the earlier described enumeration 
procedure was a bit awkward, Consider therefore the following more economlcal 
way of generating La, which does not contain so many superfluous ubsteps Fix 
some /3-recursive cofinal strictly increasmg function q:tr lcf/3--*/3. We can 
assume without loss of generality, that there is a ,W~La formula ~ w~th thc 
property that for every 3,<orlcf /3 q(v) Is the mimmal ordinal cr such that 
L,,~q>(),L Then generate t. 0 in trl of/3 many steps as follows Start to budd the 
constructible hierarchy until one reaches a level ~ such that L~(0) .  Call this 
ordinal ~o. Continue to build the L-hierarchy until one comes to the first ordinal 8 
such that L~,~( IL  Call this ordinal St. Etc. In this way we construct the 
increasing sequence of sets (L~[3 ,<o ' Ic f /3 ) .  Since ~=q(~)  for every 3,< 
tr I cf f3 we have that L~ is the union of these sets. 
The described way of generating L o induces a 'quick" enumeration procedure 
for any /3-r.e. set A with 2 tL  a defimtlon ~O: Generate suc~esslvely the sets 
L ,~ . . . . .  L, tv~ . . . .  (V<tr l  cf/3). Enumerate at every step 3, those z into A which 
satisfy t .q~ q~(z) and which have not already been enumerated before. 
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There is a certain arbitrariness concerning counting steps. But there is always a 
most economical way of counting steps such that the associated Kleene T- 
predicate "z is enumerated at step 7 of the enumeration procedure " is still 
/3-recursive. In this sense o'1 ef/3 is the minimal number of steps which is needed 
for the enumeration of an arbitrary/3-r.e, set. The ordinal /3 does not have a 
similar significance concerning the counting of steps. One can alwa~ divide one 
mechamcal step into many mechanical substeps. 
According to Theorem 1.11 every ordinal 7<o'1  cf 13 is an i-finite set. Further- 
more I is the only recursively invariant class of/3-recursive bounded subsets o f /~  
which contains all these ordinals. Thus we see that I is the only class of 
/3-recm~ive bounded subsets of L~, which is recursively invariant and consistent 
with the notion of a t3-r.e, set. 
We show in the following chapters that many other independent approaches to 
'finite' lead to the same result. We can see immediately the equivalence of one 
approach that comes from the theory of admissible sets. L~ satisfies all axioms for 
an admissible set except possibly Ao-collection (we take the axiom system KP as 
m the book of Barwise [1]). Ao-collection requires that for every a e L~ and every 
~o formula ~ in which b does not occur free 
L~ ~V x ~ a 3y q~(x, y)---~ 3b Y x ~ a 3 y ~ bq~(x, y). 
It Is tempting to call m this s~tuation those elements a of our domain 'finite' which 
saUsfy the collection axiom for all Lto formulae q~ (or equivalently for all -~t 
formulae q~). 
It is not selfevident that the collection of these "finite' sets is "recursive' since 
the definition involves several unbounded quantifiers. But it follows from the 
arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.11 that these 'finite' sets coincide with the 
t-fimte sets for every Ln. 
2. The admiss~le collapse with urelements 
First we derive some basic properties of the ~-finite sets. 
Theorem 2.1. (a) I[ K ~s t-tinite and [ zs a partzal 13-recursive funcnon with 
K ~ dom f, then f[K] zs ~-linite. 
(b) Every ~-recursive subset o[ an i-finite set ~s t-limte. 
(c) If K is 1-finite and [" K ~ La is a 13-recursive ~ncnon with [(x) i-fimte for 
every x e K, then t..J {/(x) I x e K} ts as well r-finite, 
(d) Ass .me that an i-finite set K zs subse, o[ a fJ-rx set W. I[ f tS any 
B-recursive numeration of W ti.e. /: trl cf/3 -~ L~ is a ~-re~urswe func,on such 
that [(~)c_[(8~ [or ~l<~ and W=I..J rangeD, lhen there ~ some step of the 
enumeration where all elements of K have been enumerated ~t.e. ]3~<~rl el/3 
,K ~_ f(v))). 
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bt fact a /3-r,e. set zs i-tinite if and only if it has this property. 
(e) A set K c L~ is i-linite ( land only if for every, partial/3-recurswe [uncuon g 
there is a papal/3-recttrsive function h such that for all x ~ L~ 
h(x)= {; i fVy~K(g(x ,y )= l ) ,  
if 3 y ~ K (g(x, y ~ = 0). 
Proof. (at Take g ~/.~ which maps some 8 < or I cf/3 one-one onto K and use the 
definition of trl cf/3 (and Theorem t,11), 
(b) Show first that the/3-recursix,e subset is an element of L~ and then apply 
Theorem 1,11. 
(d) It is obvious that every i-finite set K has this property. For the converse 
assume that K is any /3-r.e. set with this property. Consider a /3-recursive 
enumeration f of K. We get then K =- f(30 for some 3~ < or 1 cf/3. Thus K ~ L e and if K 
would not be i-finite we could use a one-one map g e La from or l cf/3 into K in 
order to construct an enumeration of K which does not stop before o 1 cf/3. 
(e) Define for an i-finite set K 
h(x) = i .¢,3 or </3 L~, ~ [0¢ y ~ K (g(x, y) = 1) A i = 1) 
v (::1 y ~ K (g(x, y) = 0) A i = 0)]. 
Then h is partial/3-recursive for exery partial/3-recursive g. On the other hand ff 
K~_L 0 is any set with the property in (e) we get immediately that K is 
/3-recursive: consider for this 
{O1 if x¢ y, 
g(.r .y)=_~ i fx=y 
Then choose a /3-recursive function f which maps some 8 ~</3 one-one onto K 
(Lemma 1.97. Assume that 8 ~ orl cf 13 (otherwise the proof is fimshed). Fix some 
EiL~ formula t/,(x) such that {x e L~IL~ ~$(x)} is not H1L o Let q orl cf/3-+/3 
be /3-recursive and cofinal. Define g(x, y) as follows for y ~ K" 
i if f - t (y )~>or lc f iSv( f - l (y )<cr lc f /3 /x  
g(x. y)~., L,~ r , . , ,>~¢(x)) ,  
if f - t (y )<or l  cf/3ALqtf q~(x) .  
g Is partial /3-recursive and the associated /3-recurslve function h is the charac- 
teristic function of {x ~ L# 1L~ t: tk(x)}. This contradiction shows that 8 ~- or] cf/3 
(c) One can see easily that/3-r.e set !,_j {f(x) I ~ E K} is i-fimte according to the 
criterion in (d). [._'q 
We write m the foilo~4ng U for the set La -  L U will be the collection of 
urelements in the admissible set ~l~. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the syntactmal framework for the 
discussion of sets with urelements as it is presented e.g. in the book of Bar~ise [1]: 
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(starting on p. 9). The structure of the urelements i described in L a first order 
language with equality. In our case L contains no constant symbol except 
equality. The structures for L will be of the form t ,~, = 1" U x U). We write 
instead simply U because the equality symbol is aiv, a~ interpreted as the usual 
equality relation in the following. Sets with urelements are discussed in an 
extended language L*. In our case L* is a single sorted first order language like L 
with three additional predicate symbols for I, ~ and T. 
We consider in the following the structure 
'~lo" = <U,/, £ T) 
for the language L*. I is here again the collection of i-finite sets in L~ and 
g: = e ~' La × I. T is the canonical/3-recursive truth predicate for 2~L~ formulas in 
Lo (see e g. Devlin [4, Lemma 8.4]). 
As m the book of Barwise we use the letters x, y, ~- for variables in L*. They 
are interpreted as ranging over U U I = L a, 
Lemma 2.2. The set {(xt,. , x . )~ L'~ ] ~la ~ ¢(xt . . . . .  x.~} ~s /3-recurs~ve for eve~' 
ao formula ~¢(xt . . . . .  x.) w~th paramete~ from I~. 
Proof. Induction on the length of q~. 
(a) ~o is an atomic formula. 
We use here that the predicates I, ~, T are /3-recursive. 
(b~ 
~(x~ . . . . .  'q,)-~V x~xt ~(~, xt . . . . .  x,J, 
M: = {(x, xl . . . .  x.) e L~ +1 I ~le g 0(x, ~cl . . . . .  x.,)} 
is/3-recursive by the induction hypothesis We have for any (~g . . . . .  x . )¢ L~" 
This sho~s tmmediately that {(xl . . . . .  x. ) t ~1~ 1: q~(xl . . . . .  x~)} is II~L o lr order to 
show that it is vlI_~ we observe that 
~ ~ l A V x ~ xt ((x, xt . . . . .  x , )~ M)¢:~ 
,qe IA~o'<13 (x~ Lc^L~ ~¥ x~ :,g 6(x, x~ . . . .  x,,)) 
where 6 ts a ~tL .  defimtion of M. 
(c~ The other cases are analogous respectively trivial. ~j 
Theorem 2.3. ~ ~ an admtss~ble ~ct ~th  urelements. We have for every set 
Mc_L~ 
lJroo/, We show first th~,t ~l a satisfies all axioms of KPU, the theory of admissible 
sets with urelements (see [1]). 
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For any K, H,~ I we have in 91~ that 
Vx(x~K ~-* r~H) -*  K= t l  
since L, is transitive (extenslonal,ty). 
"The axiom of foundation is reduced to the corresponding axiom m the unwerse 
The pairing axiom is trivial. 
For the union axiom we cow,sider a set K e I. h order to prove that there is 
some H ~ I such that V y~K V r~ y (x~ H) we obser~,e that the furactlon f: K ---> L a, 
f(x~:~{ ~ If x e t, 
~ otherwise 
is /3-rccursivc. Therefore H:= l J {fix) [ x ~ K} is i-fimte according to Theorem 
2.1(c~. 
The Ao separation axiom requires that for any K ~ I and any ,l,,~.l~ formula 
q>(x) the ~et {x~ K 121~so(x)} is again i-finite. By Lemma 2 2 the set {x~ 
L~ t ~,~1~ ~ q>(x)} is/3-recurstve. Therefore- the claim follows from Theorem 2.1(b). 
Finally we prove the Ao collection ~ ~iom. Let q~ be a AoPl~ formula and K an 
i-finite set such that for all x ~ K there is some y ~ L~ with 9l~ ~(x .  y). We have 
to find an i-fimte set H ~hich contains such an y for every x~K 
M:  = { ( x, y) ~ L g 1 ~1~ ~ ~ ( x, y)} is/3-recurswe. We apply v uniformization m Lo to 
M and get a partial B-recursive function f~M w~th K~_dom f. H:=f [K]  is 
t-finite by Theorem 2.1(a). 
Thus '.~ ~s a model of KPU. For the rest we consider a AoLo formula q~(x, y) 
We show that M:= {x ~ I_~ I L~ ~=ly ~(x, y)} ~s ~1~ definable. It ~s obwous that 
x ~ M¢~:~ y ~ L~ ~ z ~ L~ (z = r~o(x, v) ~ A T(z}). 
The latter can easily be written as a ~PI~ formula. 
On the other hand ~t follows immediately from Lcmma 2.2 that every x~Pl~ 
definable set is X~l,t, detinable. U3 
3. Inflnitary languages 
The notion fimte is essential for ordinary logic and its model theory A standard 
example is the compactness theorem: If T is a set of fimte sentences uch that 
every ]inite set Toc_ T has a model, then T has a model 
Consider the set L~ for some bmtl ordinal t3 We want to find out for which 
notion of "fnite" in L o the compactness theorem holds. Let L c L~ be a language 
as defined in Barwlse [1]. L ~s a set of variables and symbols for relations, 
functions and constant~ together v, ith a function whxch tells us the 'arity' of 
relation and function symbols, We assume always that L is ~-recurswe 
L, o ~_ L~,o ~s defined as the set of mfinitary formulas in the language L which 
contain conjuncnons and disjunctions of i-finite sets of formulas only L,~ can be 
considered as a subset of Lo. 
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Theo~m 3.1. Assume that 18 is a cmmtable limit ontinal. Let T be a ~tL  o set of 
sentences of L,~. If every i.finiu set Toc_ T has a model, then T has a model, 
Proof. We apply the Batavise compactness theorem to the admissible collapse 
with urelements 9~a as defined in Section 2. L .  is the admissible fragment of L~ 
given by 9.1~ in the sense of Barwise [1]. By Theorem 2.3 L is A1~.la since L is 
A~La and T is ~t~Ia since T is -VtL a, Further the sets in ~ are exactly the i-finite 
sets in L a. [] 
As an application of Theorem 3.1 one can show that a subset of a countable Lo 
is i-finite iff It is absolutely implicitly invariantty definable over [ .  (see Section 5/, 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that [~ is not admissible. Then the ,:ompacmess theorent does 
not hold for any notion of "limte" in L a which sansfies 
(a) every finite subset of L o is 'finite" and 
(b) every element of La of 18-cardinality o. 1 cf 18 ts "finite" and 
(c) every "fimte" set x is bounded (i.e. x c_ L v for some 3' < 18). 
Proof. Assume that 'finite" satisfies (a), (b) and (c). Fix some fl-recursive strictly 
increasing cofinal function q:o.l  cf 18 ~/3  such that q(0)>o.1 cf t8. We consider a 
language L _c Lo which contains contant symbols -~, := (1, T) and qv: = (1, q(T)) for 
v e o'1 cf18. Further L contains an additional constant symbol e, a one place 
function symbol f and a two place relation symbol =.  L is ~L  0. Define a set of 
qentences in the language L as follows. 
T :=/Vx(V  x=,vV  x =f ( , ) )}u  
~, x Vco'l tiff V¢~f I ¢f £~ 
{f(~/) =~ t~/¢ o I cf fl}U {'~c =~t J V~ o.l cf tC}O 
{-ac = 0v I ": e o.1 cf 18}O{Vxyz((x = y ^  V -- z) --* x = z)}, 
Every formula m T is a 'finite' element of L a by (a /and (b). Further T is A,L a 
and every bounded To c_ T has a model. T has no model since every interpretation 
of e is contradictory I-1 
4. An equation calculus and relative tecurs|veness 
Kleene's equation calculus is one of various formal characterizations of the 
recursive funcuons in ordinary recurslon theory (see e.g, [35, §1.51t, According to 
Kripke [21] a simdar equation calculus can be used in order to define the 
~x-recursive functions for admissible ordinals a, Kripke adds a rule which allows 
to survey in a computation tx-finitely many bits of information ~ far produced. 
This rule happens to be superfluous in presence o[ the other rules in the special 
case a = to. Besides the approaches to a-recursion theory via definabdity and 
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model theoretic invariance Kripke's equatmn calcalus offers a way to introduce 
a-recursive functions via computations. One usually concen:rates on this ap- 
proach because computations are considered as the heart of the matter and 
because it is a good way to motivate the definition of relative recursiveness in
a-reeursion theory. KripkCs approach is discussed extensively in the early papers 
on metareeursion a d a-recursion theory (see e.g. Kreisel and Sacks [20] or Sacks 
[37], a sketch is given in Shore [41]). 
The following variation of the equation calculus works for every limit ordma113. 
We keep Kripke's rule whirl1 allows to quantify over i-finite sets. We add some 
trivial initial functions. These initial functions are computable by the help of the 
other rules in the special case where fl is admissible. It Is convenient to write the 
equation calculus in such a way that any element of L~ may occur as argument or 
value of a function, not just ordinals. Since we are mainly interested m relative 
recursiveness we consider everything relative to a fixed set B ~ L 0. 
A computation has the form as shovcn in Fig. 1. 
Endequat~on 
i -hmte  branching 
Axioms of the form x c B, 
x ~ B, F (x, y} = z where F 
=s some rudimentary function 
F~g 1 
The initial functions in the equation calculus are some rudimentary functions 
Jensen Introduced m [i7] the norton of a rudimentary fur~ction and showed that 
e~,ery rudimentary function can be written as the composition of nine rudimen- 
tary functions Fo . . . . .  Fs. Rudimentary functions are maps from the universe of 
sets into the universe of sets. Fo . . . . .  F8 are defined as follows: 
Fo(x, y):={x, y}, 
Fi(x, y) :=x  -y .  
F2(x, y) := x >, y, 
~(x ,y ) .={<u,z ,v ) i zex , ' ,<u  t,)e y}, 
F4(~, y) := {<., v, z) I z e ~ A<u. o> ~ y}, 
F,(x. y) := U ~. 
Ft(x. y) := dom x, 
FTtx, y) : = ~ n x 2, 
Fs(lc, y): = {{u I<:, u)~x}l  ze  y}. 
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L~ is closed under all rudimentary functions, We use the restrictions of the F~ 
to/13 as initial functions in the equation calculus. 
Observe that the rudimentary functions are a common background of 13- 
recursion theory and Normann's et reeursion [33] which generalizes recursion in 
objects of higher types. 
The primitive symbols of the equation calculus are: function letters f, g, h , . . . :  
variables x ,y ,z , . . . ;  set constants x for every x~L~:  function constants 
F0 . . . . .  Fs (for the initial functions) and cB (for the characteristic function of the 
given set B); a bounded existential quantifier (3 x ~ t) and the equality ~ymboi =.  
Variables and set constants are terms. Further if f is a n-place functiou letter or 
function constant and t~ . . . . .  ~,, l are terms, then f(t~ . . . . .  t~) and (3 x c t) tt are 
as well terms. 
If t~ and t2 are terms, then t~ = t2 is an equation. 
The intended meaning of the equation (3 x ~ y) t(x) =0 is: y is i~finite and there 
is some x ~ y such that t(x) = O. Cd x ~ y) tfx) = 1 means: y is i-finite and t(x) = 1 
for all x ~ y. 
The axioms of ti'e equation calculus are the equations F~(x, y] = z for x, y. z 
L0 such that F~(x, y )= z, i = 0 . . . . .  8 and the equatzons 
eB (x) = 0 for x ~ B, 
es(x )= l  fo rx~L~-B.  
There are four computation rules" 
(RI)  substitute a set constant for a variable throughout an equation: 
(R2) if we have computed equations t~ =t :  and t = x where t contains no 
variables but is not just a set constant, then we may substitute one occurrence of t 
m t~ = t2 by x (we call the equation t~ - t~ the major premise of this rule); 
(R3) t(x) = 0 for some x e y where y is i - fnite I-(3 x e y) t(x) = 0; 
(R4) t (x )= l  for every xcy  where y is i-finite t - (3xey) t (x )= l .  
For a set E of equations define the set S E~ of all equaUons computable from E 
(and the characteristic function of B) as usual: 
S~'" contains just the axioms and the equations m E For ~i > 0 S~ "a is the 
set of all equations winch can be computed b3, (RI)  . . . . .  (R4) from premises in 
U cEJ~ S E B ce,~ o~,5 ~tr  :~  U ,s f  ¢)n ~8 
Further define S~: ~ S ~ ~ as the set of all equations which can be computed by 
an ~-finite computation. In order to be able to ~ay that a computation is i-finite 
assume that some coding of equations by elements of L~ is fixed. Consider a 
computation as a weilfounded tree where the positzon of every node is denoted by 
a finite sequence of ordinals less than /3. The empty sequence is attached to the 
equauon at the e~d of the computation. 
Theorem 4,1. (a} g is partrai ~-recurstve if and only ff there *s a ~mte set E of 
equations uch that for all x, y ~ L~ 
g(x) - y ¢~ g~x~ =y~ SE°c:>gl.x) = y~ S~ "~. 
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(b) A.~ume B ¢_ I~ and g is a partial "uncaon L~ --~ L~. Then there ~s a an,re set 
E of eqt~aaons such that [or all x. y ~ L o 
g(x) = y ~ g(x) = y ~ S, E'~ 
if and only if there is a (3-r.e. set W sm h that for all x. y ~ I.~ 
g(x) =~ y ¢¢B i-linite K, H ((x, V. K, H)  ~ W^ K _~ B A H ~ L~ - B). 
lh'oo|, We prove at first (b). Assume E is a fimte set of equations and f is a 
function letter such that for all x, y e In~ 
The restriction of a rudimentary function to La is 18-recurswe (Jensen [17, 
Corollary 1.4(b)]). Thel,:fore the folln~ing set is ~-r.e.: 
W:={(x, y, h.  H) ]3  z e L~ (~ is an i-finite computation of f(x) =y from 
equations in E and axioms where 
K = {u [the axiom eB(u)= 0 is used in the computation z} 
and 
H = {u I the axiom en(u)= 1 is used in the computation z})}. 
For every i-finite computation z the assoctated sets K and H are i-finite 
In order to prove the other direction of (b) we assume that the partml function 
g is defined by 
g(x)--- y¢~3 i-finite K, H ((x. y, K, H}e W^K ~_ B AHc_ L o -B )  
where (x, V, K. H)s  Wcc, L~ g3z ¢(x, y, z, K, H~ fc, r some An formula ¢. 
Assume first that g has the additional property g(x) ~ }g(x)~ 9. 
Define auxiliary functions 14, h,, h3 as follows: 
lhtx, u, z. v, w) = (3 tY i Y e u ^  L~ ~,p(x, y, z, v, w)}, 
h.(x)={~; if ¢~x,  
otherwise, 
51 if x~,  
h3(x} 
to otherwise. 
These functions are rudimentary according to Jensen [8]. 
We define a set F, of six equations with function I .'tters h t . . . . .  hs ,  f. The first 
three equations are of the form h,(x) . . . .  with a suitablc composition of the 
Fo . . . . .  F8 on the right side, ~= 1.2.3. 
(51 
(6) 
h4(x) = h2(eR (x)), 
h ~(I, 1, 1, y) = y, 
f(x) = hs(h3(h~(x, u z. v, w)), h3((3 y ~ v) h4(y)), 
h3(C3 y~ w) eB(y)), ht(x, u, z, v. w~). 
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We show that for every x, y ~ t. e 
g(x) --- y ¢~f(x)  -- y~ S, F'~ 
For ':~,' we take z e L~ and i-finite K, H e La such that L~ ~ ¢(.r~ v, z. K, H). 
Then we have hi(x. {y}, z, K, I t )  = ye  S~ ~. Further 
( ]vEK)  h4(v)=IES~ B and C~veH)en(v)= leS~ B. 
Together this imples 
.f(x) = hs(h3(y), h3(1),/~3(1), y)~ S, EB. 
By the additional assumption about g we have y~¢ and therefore f(x)~ 
h~(1.1, 1, y)E S~ "~. By using (Sj we get from this t(x) = y~ S~ ~'~. 
In order to sho~ the other direction we assume that f(x)--~ yE S~ ':'~. We can 
trace back the computation of this equation and get a finite sequence of equations 
Go . . . .  G. where Go is the endequation f (x )=y and G. is an axiom or an 
equation out of E. In this case it is necessarily eq. (6). For all i <n  G, is 
computed from G,+l by an application of rule (R1) or (R2). In the case of rule 
(R2) G,+~ is the major premise. Every G, has necessarily the form f(tO ~- t.. In 
course of the computauon from G. to Go all the auxiliary funcuon letters and 
bounded quantifiers are eleminated by applications of rule (R2). Since the minor 
premise of thece apphcations has the form t = z with a closed term t beginning 
with a bounded quantifier or a function letter we can trace back the computation 
of the minor premise in an analogous way. From this analysis of the computation 
one can see by a s~mple but lengthy combinatorial rgument that only "desired' 
equations can occur in the computation. This is shown first /or the function 
constants Fo, . . ,Fs ,  cB, then for the function letters th.h.,h3, then for the 
function letters h4, h5 and the terms with bounded quantifiers and finally for the 
principal function letter f, 
It remams to be shown that we can get rid of the additional assumption 
g(~) ~ :~ g(x) ¢ ~, If g is any partial function ~,hich is defined with the help of 
some t3-r.e set W as above we can define the function ~ with 
~(~)~{~g(x)} if g(x)~. 
otherwise 
analogousl 3 ~ satisfies the additional assumption and is by the preceding the~ e- 
fore computable as desired, Since the function x,--~ !,_J ~ is rudimentary this hods 
then as well for the function g itself This fimshes the proof of (b). 
(a) is a special case of (b) where B ~ 0 For any finite set E of equations one 
has S E'~= S~ "~. [] 
We define now the notions of relative reeursivencss for invariant B-recursion 
theory which will be studied in the rest of this paper. Analogously as in other 
parts of generahzed recursion theory there are two possibilities, In order to 
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compute a function g from an oracle B one can either allow any computations of
equations g(x)-~ y which proceed according to the rules of the equation calculus 
(i.e. got)= y~ S ~'") or one can demand in addmon that ever~ z,.mputation tree is 
an element of a previously specified reservoir which does not depend on the 
oracle B (e.g. g(x)= y~ S,E~s). In the second case one can define the reduclbihty as 
well without reference to the equation calculus according to the previous theorem. 
Defl~dttloa 4.:!, Assume A, B m_ L~. 
~a) A is computable from B (A ~B):¢:~there is a finite set E of equauons and 
a function letter g such that for all x ~ La X'A(x)=! ¢~ g(x)=]  e S E'8 (XA is the 
characteristic function of A). 
(b) A is weakly i-recursive in B (A ~<,,,B):c~there Is a 13-r.e. set W such that 
for all x E Lt~ 
Xa (x) = ] ¢:~3 i-finite H~, Ha ((x, I, H1, I-I,) e W A H~ m B ,~, H2 ~ Lt3 - B ~. 
(c~ A ~s i-recursive m B (A~<,B):c*there ~s a /3-r.e set W such that for all 
i-finite K 
K m A ¢~::1 i-finite H~, H,  ((K, 0, H~, H2) ~ W A t t, m__ B/x H2 - La - B) 
and 
K c La - A ¢:~::1 i-finite HI, H:  ((K, 1, H1, H2) ~ W 
AHt  m_B /xH2 c_La-  B). 
At the first glance ~<,,, seems to be the most mteresting reducibd~ty for someone 
who wants to admit only computations out of a fixed reservoir. But already for 
admissible /3 this reducibility is m t transitive [5]. Nevertheless ~,,., remains of 
technical interest. In order to get a transitive reducibiJity one consideres instead 
For 18 = to all three reducibilies are the same as Turmg reducibility. For /3 = 
(et admissible) ~<~ coincides with <~,  ~,~, wah ~<,~ and ~<, with ~ 
In a-recursion theory Kreisel has favored the first reducibility ~<c. It has for 
countable ~ a nice model theoretic interpret~.tion which we will extend ~n Section 
5 to all countable /3 The choice of computauon rules is always to some extent 
arbitrary Therefore it is satisfying to find a model theoretic interpretation which 
allows to state that the computauon rules are in a certain sense complete. 
Technical interest in ~¢ comes from the fact that the solution of Post's problem 
for ~c-requires extra work compared with the solution for ~<,. 
Of particular interest are those oracles B for wMch both reduclbdiues coincide 
because everything which is computable from B is already computable from B 
wah an i-finite computation. This leads to the following defimtion. 
Def~l ion  4,3. B g L 0 is i-absolute if for every finite set E of equaUons SEn = 
Sf'". 
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We show in Section 7 that nontrixial i-absolute ~8-r.e. sets exist for every ~. The 
following lemma indicates how a get can be made i-absolute in a priority 
constructmn. 
Lemma 4.4. B ~_ 1.13 is i-absolute if~ for every relation R __q L~ × L~ w~th dom R 
i-fimte and (x, y) ~ R ¢~ 3 i-finite K, H ((x, y, K, H)  ~ W ^  K ~_ B ^ H ~ L o - B) for 
some [3-r.e. W there is an i-finite function h ~_ R with dom h = dom R. 
ProoL Assume B is i-absolute anc consider some R _ / .¢  x L 0 as in the claim. It 
is obvious from Theorem 4.1(!)) that there is a finite set E~ of equations and a 
function letter f~ such that for the function g :=R ×{1} ~,~e haxc g(x, v)-~: ¢~ 
f~(x ,y )=zeS~ 'B. Let f be a new function symbol and define E :=EtU 
{f(x)=f~(x, y)}. We write K for the i-finite domain of R. For every x e K there is 
some y such that (x, y)e R and therefore f~(x, y)= 1 ~ S E~'BC _ S E B. Thus by (R4) 
(3xeK)  f (x )= l~S E'8. At this point we use the i-absoluteness of B and get 
(3 x ~ K) f(x) = 1 ~ Sy "B. 
We ~ nalyze now this i-finite computation and show that one can read off from it 
an l-fir:ire uniformization function h ~_ R with dom h = dom R We go backwards 
in the i-finite computation of (3 x e K)  f (x)  = 1 in the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. Since E contains no equation of the form (3xeOf (x )=s  the 
bounded quantifier (3xeK)  came in through an application of (R3) or (R4). 
Since we have the term 1 on the right side of the end equation this was actually an 
apphcation of (R4). The premises of this application were the equations f (z)= 1 
for z~K.  
We sturdy now the computation of f(z) = 1 ~ S~ "~* for some z ~ K. f(z) = 1 can 
only be derived from f(x) = f~(x, y)E E by (R2L The function letter f~ can only be 
ehminated if it has constant arguments. Therefore the variables x and V in 
f(x) = f~(x, y) are first substituted by set constants z and v. The minor premise of 
the application of (R2) where f~ is eliminated is then the equation f~(z, v)= 1 
Because of the structure of E~ we have for this v f~(z, v)= 1~ S~ ,'B and therefore 
(z, v)e R by the choice of f~, E~. 
Thus from the i-fimte computation of (3 x ~ K) f (x )= 1 we can assign to c~ery 
zEK  the v as at×~ve with (z, v )~R by an i-finite function h. 
For the other directmn one shows inductively that every equation m S ~:'a is 
already m S~t~. [] 
Corollary 4.5. Assume B zs l-absolute Then we have for all sets A ~_ L~ 
Proof. One shows A ~,~ B ~ A ~, B by using the char lctenzation of i-absolute in 
the preceding lemma. 
A<~B~A<~B follows from the definition of l-absolute. Fhe rest is 
trivial. []  
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Remark 4.6. i-absoluteness i  a property of i-degrees, no.~ just of single sets. If B 
is i-absolute and A ~<,B, then A is as well i-absolute (this follows immedmtely 
from Lemma 4.4). 
In tr-recursion theory a similar notion was introduced by Kreisel. He called a 
set B m I~ subgenenc if S E'B= I.Jv~:,,i,~a S~ B for every fimte set E of equations, 
see Sacks [36]~ There are some problems with this notion because it seems to have 
no equivalent definition without reference to the equation calculus (in analogy of 
Lemma 4,4). Thus e g. if one wants to prove that B subgeneric together with 
A ~,B implies that A is subgeneric one is drawn into painful combinatorial 
considerations. 
Because of these problems one considers in o~-recurslon theory instead the 
notion of hyperregularity. This notiot~ plays a key role in recent developments of
the theory (see e.g. [30] and [31]). 
A set B c L a is called hyperregular if for every function f such that dom f is 
i-finite and 
f (x)  ~- y ¢e, :1 l-/inite H1, H~ ((x. y, H1. H2) ~ W A H1 ~- B A H2 g L B - B) 
for some /3-r.e. W there is some 5</3 with Rgf~_ LB. 
It is obvious that if B is hyperregular and A ~<,B, then A ~s hyperregular as 
well. 
Lemma 4.7, For ever), ~ and every B c_ Lt3 we have B t-absolute ~ B subgeneric 
B hyperreg~dar. 
Proof. The first implication is obvtous For the second implication assume that B 
ts not hyperregular and construct from the corresponding witness function a 
system of equations E such that some equatton in S~'8-U~.<~,~aaS~'B 
exists. []  
We show now that in a-recursion theory all these notions coincide for those 
sets which one usually studies. 
Lemma 4.8. Assume [3 is ad~ ~isszble ~md B c L~ ~s [3-re. or regular (z e. 
V 8 < [3 (B f3 L~ ~ L a)). Then B i-absolute ¢¢, ~ subgenenc ¢~ B hyperre ~ular. 
Proof. Assume B is hyperregular. For B/3-r.e. and/3 admissible this lmphes that 
B is regular. Thus we can assume that B is in addition regular. We show that the 
critenon for i-absolute in Lemma 4.4 is satisfied. Assume W is /3-r.e. and 
R ~ L 0 × L a is a relation with dom R l-fimte and 
(x. y) ~ R ¢~3 l-finite K, H ((x, y, h,  H) ~ W,,x K c B A H _c L~ - B). 
Since B is regular and every mitial segment of/ J  Is i-tmlte for admissible/3 we can 
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define a function F c R with dom F = dora R and 
F(x) - y ¢~::1 i-finite K, H ((x, y, K, H) ~ Vv' ^  K ~_ B ^ H ~_ L~ - B) 
for some /3-r.e. 'J¢. Since B is hyperregular and re~.ular this function F is in fact 
i-finite. []  
We think that the study of i-absolute and hyperregular/3-r.e, i-degrees is one of 
the most promising projects in invariant iS-recur~ion theo l .  These two concepts 
do not coincide as the following example shows. 
We define /3:=b~o,+~t in L. Then o- lc f3=bt~ and i8"~.  Fix some ~- 
recursive function P which maps L~ one-one onto g*, Then the following/3-r.e, 
set B is hyperregular but not i-absolute: B := {6 <R,, I there is some tr and some 
nero such that o -<R,~<6<~,+1 and P-~¢o-) is a function h:oJ--*R~, with 
Vm(R~ ~ h(m) <R,,+0 and 6 ~< h(n)}. 
B is hyperregular because 13 has cofinatity ~ in L (under V = L B is in addition 
subgeneric). In order to see that B is not i-absolute consider the following relation 
R~_to×L~: (n. y)~R:c:~n~oJ^~, ~y<R,÷l^y~B. 
Obviously R can be defined in the required form and dom R = oJ. Assume h _c R 
is i-fimte and dom h =o~. Consider o-:= P(h) and n EoJ such tfihat o-<R,.  Then 
h(n)eB by th,~ definition of B and h(n)¢B because h _c R, a contradiction. 
It ~s quite n~tural that l-absoluteness and subgenencity (respecively hyperregu- 
larity) are not the same, although the assumption of admissibility obscures the 
difference The former requires that everything can be computed from B w~th an 
~-fimte computatmn, the latter requires only that everything can be computed 
from B with i-finite height. 
5. Model theoretic invariance and infinitary logic 
A sceptical mathematician might object that infinite computations are of no 
interest since the charactenc feature of a computation is its finiteness. Further 
doubts may arise ff one steps out into the universe of sets (Mostowski asked 
perhaps rhetoncally m "What is recursive in the operation of forming the union 
of sets?" (see [2, p. 14]). Of course a computatmn may behave- -as  we have 
learned- -m its essentml features hke a finite object, although it is actually 
infinite. But what one considers as the essential features of finiteness may depend 
e.g. on the respective mathematical baekgroand, Therefore it is satisfactory that 
one can characterize large parts of generalized recursion theory beyond all these 
troublesome argumet ts in terms of absoluteness - -  or 'model theoretic invariance" 
as this effect was called by Kreisel [19]. 
G6del [13] considers those sets Me_ o~ which are invariantly definable m first 
order arithmetic A~. This means that some formula ~ in the language of A~ exists 
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such that in order to find out whether some natural number n belong to M or not 
we may take any model ~I of At  and see whether ~I~¢(n) holds or not - - the  
answer will not depend on ~. Of course one ~an express this as well proof 
theoretically: 
M = {n ~ to I A1 t-q~(n)} and to -  M = {n E to l At  I-~q~(n)}. 
The sets M which are invariantly cefinable in this sense are exactly the recurswe 
sets. 
Krezs,,l noticed that one can characterize the other basic notions of recursion 
th~,~ry m a similar way: the recursivcly enumerable sets are the sem~ invariantly 
definable sets and the finite sets ale the absolutely invariantly definable sets (see 
the generalizations in Definition 5.1 ). Further he suggested to consider as well 
invanant definability with respect to larger classes of definitions, e.g. ~mplicit 
definitio ~s which may contain an existential quantifier anging over subsets of the 
model. ~:n the unrelativized case both exphct and implicit definitions lead to the 
same class of invarmntly definable sets. Relative to a fixed set B ~/~ m general 
only imphct definitions lead to a characterization f 'computable from B'  Kunen 
[22] gaxe a definition of "implicitly i~wariantly definable' which works for count- 
able ad ni~ible sets. He d~d not irclude the case where an additional predtcate B
may de:~troy admissibility (i.e. ,2, ;s non-hyperregular). But it is well known that 
for countable admissible a "implicitly invarmntly definable from B over L~' is 
equivalent to 'a-computable from B" (in particular stressed by Kreisel). A proof 
seems not to be available We sketch ,a proof of the related Theorem 5.4 m order 
to make sure that the argument works as well m our situation (in the hght of 
Se:tion 2 we consider essentially admissible sets with urelements). On the way ~ve 
sht,w that for countable/3 'computable from B'  can as well be defined m terms of 
provabilitv m infinitary logic (Theorem 5.4 (3)). In fact h-computable from B'  can 
be characterized analogously (Theorem 5.57. 
Finally we show that the principle of recursive invanance, which lead to the 
definition of ~-finite in the first section, can be derived from the more geueral 
pr inople of model theoretic invariance. 
Deiiait ion 5.1. Assume that R. SL . . . . .  Sk are subsets of L~ Let ~ be a (fimte) 
first order formula which may contain besides =, ~, R, $1 . . . .  St addmonal 
predicate symbols Tt . . . . .  T,,~. ~ defines R mvariantly mlphcitly from St . . . . .  Sk 
over L~'C~there arc T~ . . . . .  T,, c_ t.~ such that 
and for any structure (A ' ,E ' ,  ' ' . ,  R,  $1 . . . . .  S~,, T~, T',) m which ¢ holds and 
which satisfies (a), (b), (c) below we have R = R 'nL~;  where 
Ca) (L~, e t Lax  La) is a Ao-elementarv substructure of CA', E'),  
(b) s'~ nt~ = s l  . . . . .  s'~ nL~ = sk,  
(c) if x ¢ L a is i-finite and yE 'x  for some y ~ A' ,  then y ~ Le. 
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We say that R is invariantly implici~y definable (i.i.d.) from Sl . . . . .  Sk over L e 
if there is a formula ~ which defines R invarianfly implicitly from $t . . . . .  S~. 
The relations 'R  is semi invariantly implicitly definable (s.i.i.d.) from S~ . . . . .  S~ 
over L a' and 'R Is absolutely invariantly implicitly definable (a.i.i.d.) from 
$1 . . . . .  S~ over L a' are defined analogously with "Rc_R 'NL  a" respectively 
'R = R" instead of 'R  = R 'N  La'. 
It is obvious that for admissible/3 this is equivalent to Kunen's definition [22] 
(see also Barwise [1]). 
Observe that point (at in the definition ~ys  essentially that in our model 
theoretic analysis of L~ we should consider a Ao-formula over l~ as an atomic 
formula (an atomic formula is preserved in any model extension). 
In the following we will not mention those fixed sets S in the list S, . . . . .  Sk 
which contain just a single element x. This means essenttally that we consider 
boldface definitions q~ where certain elements of L~ may be used as parameters 
(include the formula Vy Vz ((S(y) ^ S (z ) ) - *  y = z) in ~ in order to make sure that 
s '  = {x}) 
It Is easy to see that R is i.i.d, from S~ . . . . .  Sk over L a iff R and L~-  R are 
s.i.i.d from S~ . . . . .  S~ over La. The proc, f of this fact shows already why it is 
advisable to allow additional predicates T~ . . . . .  T,, in the implicit definition. 
Further for countable/3 a subset of/_~ is a.i.i.d, over L~ iff it is i-finite. This is 
an application of compactness for languages with i-finite formulas (Theorem 3. IL 
The following two lemmata are needed for the proof of Theorem 5.4. 
Lemma 5.2. S E'a is s Ll.d. [rom B over L~ for eyeD, ~inite set o~ equations E and 
every B c_ La. 
Proof. Consider predicates P~ . . . . .  Pb which are defined as follows. 
P~(x) "¢~x is an equation of the form F~(u, v)= w which Is true in the standard 
interpretahon. 
P2(x, y, z) ~-->x is the equation eB(y)=z 
P6(x, y) ¢~x is an equation of the form (3 u ~ z) t(u) = 1 where r. is l-finite and 
y is the set {t(u) = 1 t u E z}. 
P3, P4, Ps are analogous predicates for (RI), (R2), (R3). 
For every le{ l , .  ,6} we fix a .~L a definition ::lwq~, of P, with some ~o 
formula q~, The following formula defines S r a semi invanantly implicitly from B 
over L a" 
¢: -¥x(3w el(W, x) ~ R(x)~ 
A'"  " AVXy((]W ~6(W , X, y)AVVE yR(12})-.-~ R(x)).  
In the following we consider the set L, B of F-finite formulas of a ~tL  B language 
L as defined in Section 3. We take the axioms and rules for infinitary logic as in 
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Barwise [I ,  chapter 1II]. but restricted to l-finite formotas. The symbol t- will 
always refer to this notion of proof. 
Lemma 5.3. There is a finite set E o; equanons m the equation calculus for 
.recursmn theory, which contains function letters h and f. such that for any set of 
sentences T ~_ L,~ : 
y ~ L,~ A T)- y ¢:>Jf(y) = O~ S ru~h(*)-°~ , 7 )¢) 
lhtoo|. One has to translate the axioms and rules of infimtary logic into equations 
m E This has to be done carefully so that the direction '<=:" can be proved as 
well. In view of the complexity of E it is advisable to avoid a purely syntactical 
proof of this direction. Therefore we proceed as follows. We define two equanon 
systems Et and E, such that E = Et LA E2. E, consists of equauons about [, h and 
several auxdiary function letters h, . . . .  h, We make sure that the function 
letters [. h. hi . . . . .  h, can be interpreted in such a way by total functions 
['. h', h~ . . . . .  h;, from La into La. that all equations m E, are satisfied in the 
interpretation, 
f , (v)=) '0 if y~ L~,sATF'y, 
" [1  otherwtse, 
and all the hL . , h ; ,  are /3-recurswe 
The equation system E2 contains oaly the defining equations for h~,. 
according to Theorem 4 l(a) such that 
, h"  
One sees from the proof of Theorem 4 1 that fmther auxihary function letters wdl 
occur m E 2 which cannot be interpreted by (partial or total) functions m such a 
~a~ that all equations in E~ are sansfied. 
Consider then a computatlon of f(y) = 0 froln equations m 
E O{h(x)=0Ix  e T} At every point of the computatten where some equation 
h,(u) = v is used (necessarily as minor premise m (R2) because of the structure of 
the equations in E~), we cut off the computauon of ht(u)= v. Necessarily only 
equations from Ez are used m this computation of th(u)= v due to the structure 
of the equations in ~r~: and Ez. Therefore we know that h~(u) = v. This implies that 
all the equatkms in the remaining torso of the computauon of f(y) = 0 are satisfied 
in the interpretation with f', h'. h'l . . . .  h~,. In particular f ' (y )=0 holds This 
implies that y E L,~ A TI-y because of the defimtion of f '  
We describe some of the equations m E~. For the translauon of the rule 
{~--.¢,  I ie  KIF~t--~ A ,pj (K is i-finite). 
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we use two auxtliary function letters h~, h~.. We intend that 
[ {~--~ q~, [j~K} if x is the formula, 
h'~(x) =~ ~ "--> A ~j and K is i-finite, 
/ IEK 
I~{x} otherwise, 
and 
y)=Sx- 'y  if x, y~¢o, 
h~(x, 
otherwise. 
Then the following equation in E1 takes care of the infinitary rule: 
f(x) = h2(1, ~ u ~ h1(~¢)) h2(1, f(u))). 
It is more difficult o translate the rule ~ --~ ~b, q~ t-qj becaase this rule cannot be 
reversed. The function letter h3 will take care of this problem. We further use 
h4, hs, h6 where 
y)=Sx+y if.v,y~to, 
hi(x, 
otherwise, 
h~(x) ={01 if x =0, 
otherwise, 
x)=,[y--->x i fx .  y~L,~, 
h~(y, [0 otherwise, 
We add to E~ the equations 
f(x) = h2(hs(ha(f(h6(y, x)), f(y)))), h~(x, y, h6(y, x))) 
and 
h2(0, h3(x, y, z))= 0. 
We define 
z~=~l if f ' (x )=OA( f ' (y )= lv f ' ( z )= 1)~ 
hP3(x, Y, 
otherwise. 
Observe that h~ ~s not/3-recurs~ve. Deviating from the treatment of the other h~ 
we add no equation with h 3 tO Ez. The rest is analogous. 
Theorem 5,4. Assume that [3 is a countable hmit ordinal. Then for A, B ~_ L a the 
following three relations are equwalent: 
(1) A ~s computable from B; 
(2) A ~s i,i.d, from B; 
(3) for some/t~L~ language L ~_ L~, which contains relation ~ymbols A, B and 
constant symbols x for every x ~ L a, and some ~,IL a set T of sentences m L,~ the 
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following holds for et;erv y ~ I.~ (define An:= {/~(x~ l x ~ B} D{-nB(x) t x¢ B}) 
y ~: A c~ T u Aa F A (y') 
and 
y¢A ¢~ TO A~ F-hA(y). 
Proof. (1)::>(2): It is enough to show that A and L~-A  are s.i.i.d, from B. 
Assume that f, E are such that 
y ~ A ¢~f(y~ = 0~ S f~ 
and 
y¢A ¢~ f(y) --- 1 ~ S ~.  
In Lemma 5.2 it was shown that S Fs is s.i.i.d, from B. Then {yeL~ f (y )=0~ 
S ~s} is as well ,,.i.i.d. from B (use an auxdiary predicate T for S aB in ~he implict 
definition). Ana:ogous for y~ A. 
(2)~(3):  Assume that ~ defines A invarianfly implicitly from 3 over L a 
according to Definition 5.1. Consider a language L which contains =, ~ and all 
the other relation symbols m q~ (but we write fi, instead of/~ and/~ instead of $1). 
Further L contains constant symbols x for x e L a. 
T:={qJl qJ is a ao sentence with symbols =, g and constant symbols x 
and /-as g ~} O ~¢x(x e y .-~ V,~, x = u) t y e L~ is i-finite} U {q~} 
Assume that y e A. Every model of T O,.ta can be construed as a structure 
,W=(A' ,  E', R ' , .  ) in which q~ holds and which satisfies (a), (b), (c) in the 
definitmn of i.i.d. Since ¢ defines A invariantly implicitly from B we have 
R'A/_~ =A.  Therefore ~t'gfit(y). We have :thus shown that TUAa ~A(y). The 
Completeness theorem for infinitary languages implies Tt3~at-,A(.v) (see [1, 
Exercise 4.6, p. 95] for the version which we need here). Observe that this is the 
only point where we use that B is countable. On the other hand ff TUA B I-A(y), 
then y e A because (L~, • F L~ x L~, A, B, . .) can be construed as a model for 
TUA B (by the first part of the definitmn of i.Ld.). The proof for yea  is 
analogous. 
(3)~(1):  According to Lemma 5.3 there is a finite set E of equations uch that 
f (z)  = 0 ~ S Eu~h(~o~,, ~rua~,o~=~ z E L,~ A T tA A B k z. 
Extend E in two steps to E~ and E2. First we add equatmns uch that 
f (z)  = O~ S ~U~"~-°~ "" r~a~" ~¢* f(z) = Oe S ~, ~ 
Then add a new function letter g and equations uch that 
g(r} = O~ S~ ,~ ¢ ,  [ (A ty ) )  =o~ s r-',.B 
and 
g(y)=l~S~'-'sCC, f(-~fi~(y))=O~S ,'n [] 
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As a special case we get for countable ~: a subset of L~ is t3-recurslve iff it is 
i.i.d. Similar arguments show that/3,r.e, is equivalent to s.i.i.d. 
We write TI- '¢ if there exists an i-finite pro, of of q~ from formulas in T. 
Theorem 5.5. Assume that ttts any limit ordinal. Then for A. B c L~ the following 
relations are equivalent: 
(1) A~<,B: 
(2) for some AlL a language L~_I.,, whkh contains relation symtu)ls A, B and 
constant symbols x for eoery x ~ L a, and for some XtL~ set To[sentences m L, a the 
following holds for every z-finite set K: 
and 
Kc_Ac*TUa~I" A A(x) 
X~-14. 
K c-Le-  A C* TOa8 b' A -7,4(x). 
x.~K 
Proof. Obvious. [] 
Remark 5.6. (a) Although the i-finite sets coincide with the a.i.i.d, sets from 
DefiniUon 5.1 one cannot use invariant definability in order to justify the 
definmon of i-finite sets out of nothing 0-finite sets are used m Defimtion 5.1). 
But the following principle is one of those ~ery few facts which can be derived 
for any conceivable notion of invariant definability- The image of an absolutely 
mvanantly definable set under an invariantly definable function is absolutely 
invariantly definable. Therefore there are not many reasonable recursion theories 
on La which can be characterized in terms of invariant definability 
In order to derive the principle above one has to explicate the notion of an 
invariantly definable function f, One expects tile following: If x is an element of 
the 'hard core' C (in our case L~) of a collection of structures ~11~, then the value 
f(x) can be determinea by inspecting the mvariant definition of f over any of the 
structures .qR. If the graph of/ '  (as a subset of C x C) is an invariantly definable set 
~t is nevertheless possible that bemdes (x, f(x~) some pair (x, :)  with z¢~ C satisfies 
the mvariant defimtion of the graph over a certain ~J.R. Then it is uupossible to 
determine the correct value over ~L Therefoie one has to demand m addition 
that the invanant definmon of the graph of f defines a function over any of the 
structures ~ in question. Th~s ts no restriction for any notion of implicit invariant 
definabihty. If o(/~) defines l.L the graph of f as a set, then q~(/~)^ 
Vxyz(R(x, y)A/~(x, z)--* y = z) defines f i.i as a function 
It is then trivial to derive the claimed prin,:lple 
(b) Formulas ~¢~ and ,¢~ which define accolding to Definition 5.1 s,i.i d. sets 
B~, B2 C _ l..a such that B~ is not i.i.d from B: and B, is not 1 i d from B1 might 
look a bit unpleasant. Nevertheless such formulas exist (at Ica~t for countable ~8) 
as it is proved in Theorem 7. I in terms of computations. Thus it is the combina- 
tion of both aspects which makes the theory interesting. 
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6. More models for axiomatic computation theories 
We consider axioms for computation theories which go back to Moschovakis 
[32] (he was stimulated b.~ Kleene's schemes for recursion in higher types [18]). 
These axioms ~ere extensively studied by Fenstad [7]. We use the definitions of 
his survey paper [6]. 
A set O of triples (a, or, z) is considered which satisfies certain closure and 
uniformity conditions. The intention of (a. tr, z)~ O is: {a}(a)= z, where a codes 
some computing device. Further there is a well-founded transitive relation < on 
O. The axioms demand that < behaves like 'is subcomputation el' 
A function ~ is called O-computable if for some a: 
f(cr) =- z ¢~ (a. or, : )e  O. 
A set is called O-semicomputable if it is the domain of some O-computable 
function. A ,set is called O-finite if one can O-computable quantify over it. A race 
feature of this definition is the possibihty to characterize those computation 
theories which generalize recursion in normal objects of higher types (Spector 
theories): these are the computation theories where the whole domain ts O-finite 
A computation theo~, is called p-normal if it allows some kind of stage 
comparison. It is called s-normal if for any (a, or, z)~ 0 the set of 'subcomputa- 
tions' {(a', or', ?')1 (a'. tr', z ' )<(a ,  or, z)} is O-finite in a uniform way (this is related 
to the coherence requirement m Section 1) 
Theorem 6.1. Assume ihat [3 zs a hnut ordinal. There as a p-normal and s-normal 
computation theory (0, <} such that the O-computable functions are exactly the 
[3-recurx~ve functions, the O-setmcomputable s ts are exactly the [3-r.e sets and the 
O-l'imte set~ art, exactly the i-finite sets, 
Proof. Straightforward. See the related characterization of i-finite sets m 
Theorem 2 l(e). 
Remark 6.2. (a) Originally Moschovakis considered instead of a subcomputatlon 
relation < a map from O into the ordinals, which gives the "length' of a 
computation. Usually both versions can be used. Theorem 6 1 holds m general 
only for the refined version w~th "subcomputatlons' due to Fenstad 
(b) The O-fimte sets are invariant under O-computable permutanons of the 
universe for all ctm~putat~on theories. 
7. Post's problem 
We consider here the notions of relative recursiveness which were defined m 
Section 4, We concentrate on =-degrees, which are the equivalence classes with 
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respect o the relation <~, One verifies immediately that for all /3 there is a 
smallest i-degree 0, (the i-degree of the empty set) and a largest/3-r.e, i-degree 0~ 
(the i-degree of an universal O-r.e. set). A set is/3-recursive if and ')nly if it is in 
the degree 0,. Further 0, <~ ~.  
Since i-degrees coi.acide with /3-degrees for admissible/3, new questions arise 
only for inadmissible /3. Further for all /3 the i-degrees coincide with the 
9.l~-degrees in the admissible collapse ~I o . Now if g is weakly inadmissible (i.e. 
13" ~<trl cf/3 </3) the admissible collapse has a particularly nice representation 
according to [27]. One can write it as an admissible smacture ( /~a~,  e, 73 where 
T is a regular predicate over Lo~aa which preserves the fine sm~cture of/-,-~aa. 
Therefore constructions of a-recursion theory can be extended to the admissible 
collapse of a weakly inadmissible /3. 
The interesting open questions arise in the case where/3 is strongly inadmissible 
(i.e. o,1 cf fl </3*). For these/3 the i-degrees till coincide with the degrees in the 
admissible collapse 9A a . But 9.1~ is in this case a very fat admissible set, where no 
constructmn of a-recursion theory succeeds (Stoltenberg-Hansen has shown that 
these are exactly those/3 where "~la is not resolvable, see [7, Theorem 6.3.14]). In 
fact one cannot expect hat all re~utts from a-recursion theory can be extended to 
all fat admlss~,ble s ts because Harrington has constructed such a set where 0 and 
0' are the only £~-degrees [14]. 
Thus for strongly inadmissible/3 the admissible collapse 9.I o only supplies "soft" 
results about /3 like the Barwise compactness theorem in Section 3. Concerning 
'hard' results the information flows in the other direction. Although $1 a may be an 
enormously fat admissible set (consider e.g. /3=,R~+to) it ha~ still got some 
regularity which comes from the fine structure of /-,. Therefore one can in fact 
solve Post's problem for these fat admissible sets ~0 according to the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 7.1. Assume /3 is any Imut ordinal. Then there are/3-r.e, sets A, B of 
tncomparable i-degree. We can mal:e A, B m addition i-absolute. 
Proof. By our prewous remarks the solution of Post's problem in a-recursion 
theory by Sacks and Simpson [38] covers as well the case where /3 is weakly 
inadmlssxble. For strongly inadmissible/3 with/3*/3-recursively regular Friedman 
[10] has constructed 13-r.e. sets A, B which are incomparable w.r t to ~<,~o and 
therefore as well incomparable w.r.t, ~<, (observe that we don't get this if A, B are 
just incomparable w.r.t. ~)  In all these cases one can make A, B in addition 
i-absolute by adding negative reqmrements a m the construction below. 
We assume now for the rest of the proof that/3 i~ strongly inadmissible and that 
/3" ts not /3-recursively regular (i.e. there is a ~-rccursive functton which maps 
some 8 < 6" cofinally into/3"). Obviously/3* is m this case a hmit of r-cardinals. 
For any 8 </3* we write 8 ÷ |or the next/3-cardinal fter & 
For all/3-cardinals ~</3* we proceed between ~ and ~+ similarl$ as Friedman 
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proceeds between 0 and fl* in the :ase where fl* as fl-recursively regular It just 
remains to be shown that these diff~rent segments of the construction do not 
interfere w~th each other in a serious way. 
Jensen [17] has shown that the combinatorial principle <~ holds for all regular 
cardinals in L. Friedman [10] has introduced effective versions of ,~ for /3- 
recursively regular IB-cardinals. I f /3"  is not /3-recursively regular one can piece 
together the ©-sequences for the ~-recursivel~ regular /3-cardinals r~elow 8*. 
Thus we define the (>-~quence (S8 [ 8<f l * )~ L B by: 
$8 : = ~ 4~ if 8 is a/3-cardinal, 
( 2 ~ n 1.~, where g := tzy~8(L, ,~[8 is not cardinal]) otherwise. 
Then for every 8 </3* the/3-cardinality of Sa is less or equal to the fl-cardinaht~ 
of 8. 
Let p be an element of L~. For a t3-cardinal p </3" we define 
Q,,,, := {8 ] ~<8 <O'  A hilt/} U {p}) x ~]Np + = 8} 
where h~ is a parameter free _~-skolem function for L~. It is then easy to show 
that Cv.p ~s closed and unbounded in p+. Further if ~ e (-~.o and the set bas a ~ 
defimtion over L~ with parameter p, then wnsEs~ (see Friedman [10] for 
proofs). 
Fix a /3-recursive function P which maps La one-one onto /3*. Further fix a 
/3-recursive strictly increasing cofinal function q : cr 1 cf/3 ~/3 .  
The construction of A and B proceeds m crl cf/3 many steps. At every step 
y < o,1 cf/3 we consider every stage 8 </3 ~ which as not a /3-cardinal At stage 
8 </3* we consider all requirements R):~, R,,.x,a N Ae,×, N~x.. with e < 8 and X e S~. 
The/3-cardinahty of these requirements equals the/3-cardmality of 8 We assume 
that for every stage 8 a well oldering of the requirements at stage 8 has been 
assigned in a/3-recursive way. If Sl, $2 are two requirements, then St has higher 
prmrity than $2 if either S~ is a reqmrement at lower stage than $2 or S~ and S~ 
are at the same stage and Sa precedes $2 in the well ordering of requirements at 
that stage. 
A R,.x tries to prevent that for all x e/3* 
xe/3* -  A ~-.~3 i-finite H ((~,H)c Wr,-,(~wxHc_/3*-F) 
N a ,.× trms to make sure that if (P-a(e))o is a funcuon whmh maps some 
3' < ~rl cf/3 one-one onto dom R, where 
R := {(x. v) [ ] i-finite H ((x. y. H) e W(p ,(~, A H ~_/3* - A)}. 
then there is an i-finite function h ~_ R with dora h = dom R 
R,.'~x uses X as a guess at B ns .  N A x uses X as a guess at An6  
Step y, Stage 8: Assume R~,.x is the next requirement o be constdered, 
= R,.x at stage 8 at a prevmus L~(~)~By(P(y) e) and nothing has been done for 
step. Then we check whether there is some pair (x, H)  with 8<x < 6+ and H 
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i-finite such that x was not restrained from A for a requirement at stage ~<& 
(x, H)e ul~ . . . .  • "P-4,, HNX=O and no element of H is already in B. If it exists, we 
take the least such pair, enumerate x in ,A and restrain all elements of H-8  trom 
19 for A R~,x at stage & 
Assume N~x is the next requirement to be considered and/.~(~)~3y(P(y) = eL 
We do only something for N~x if (P-~(e))o is a function f with domf~cr l  cf/3 
and if there are ordinals v ~ don, f such that for some i-finite H and some 
y (f(v), y, H)~ W(p 4~) , , / ' /NX  = 0 and no element of H is already in A, Then for 
all v where not already some computation was preserved for N~x at stage 6 we 
preserve now a computation by choosing the tripel if(v), y. H)  above minimal and 
restraining H-6  from A for N~x at stage & 
The requirements a B R~,×, N, x are treated analogously. End of the construction, 
For every requirement R on stage 8 at most one clement x with 8 < x < ~ ~ is 
enumerated m A or B during the construction and at most the elements of an 
i-fimte set K are altogether restrained from A or B during the construction. The 
latter follows for R =-N~x from the fact that the set of steps 3' where new 
computahotls are preserved for N~.x at stage ~ ts bounded below tr l  cf/3 (~e use 
here that tr l  cf ~ <~/3*). Assume then for a contradiction that for all x c/3* 
x~/3* -A  ,~->::l ,-finite H ((x, H)~ P¢~ 4~^H_c I3* -B) .  
Consider some stage 8 > e such that ~ e Cp.p for some/3-cardinal p with tr 1 cf 13 < 
p </3", where p is the parameter of the construction. Then B N 8 e S~ and no 
element y w~th 8 < y < p+ is ever enumerated or restrained for a requirement at 
some stage <& 
Co,, is unbounded m 0 + and no element of Cp. o is ever enumerated in A 
(because at stage ~ only elements x >6 are enumerated). Therefore /3* -A  is 
unbounded m p+. Consider some x ~_/3"--A ~lth 6 < x < p~ such that x is never 
restrained from A for a requirement at stage 8 together with some i-finite H with 
(x, H) ~ W~, ,~ anti H ~_/3"- B. Then for the requirement "~ R,.Bn~ at stage 8 we 
can always do something from some step 3"o on as witnessed by the pair (x, H~. 
Thelefore there is a step 3' where for R~Bn8 at stage ~ a pair (x', H') is chosen, x' 
is enumerated m A and all elements of H' -8  are restrained from B. Then 
(::', H')~ W~, ,,~ and H'nBN~=O.  Because of the choice of ~ no element of 
/ - t ' -~  ~s afterwards enumerated in B for a reqmrement at a stage less than 8 (we 
use here that according to the construction only elements less than or~ are 
erumerated for requirements at stage or) Further by construction o elemenl of 
H ' -8  ~s afterwards enumerated in B for a requirement at a stage >~ Thus 
H' ~/3"-  B and x' ~ A. a contradiction. 
Fmally assume that for some Yo~ 1.~ 
R = {(x, y) [=1 i-fimte H ((x, y, H) ~ W~,, A H ~ ~* - A)} 
has an i-finite domain Let f be an t-fimte function whtch maps some V~, < or I cf/3 
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one-one onto dora R. Define e : = P((f, Yo)). Consider as before some stage 8 > e 
such that 8 ~ Cry, for some 18-cardinal p with tr I cf/3 < p < 18". Then no element y 
which ~ restrained for N~,xt~s from A will ever come into A (same argument as 
before). Thus for every v <70 there is exactly one computation (f(v), y~. Ho) 
permanently preserved for a N, .A~ at stage 8 Further there is a step 7~ <tr l  cf 18 
at which for every v < 3'o such a computation (f(v), y,~, H,,) has been preser,,ed 
Therefore the function h from dora R into L~ which maps f(v) on y~ for every 
v < 7o is an element of L~ and thus i-finite. Obviously we have dom h = dom R 
and hc_R. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
Observe that if one does not intend to make A, /J i-absolute a simpler guessing 
sequence (S~, 8 < 18") is sufficient. Since in this case one has to preserve for every 
requirement at most one computation one can simply take for S~ all ~-fimte 
subsets of 8. It is tempting to think that these S~ are as well sufficient for the 
requirements N~.x But for the considered relations R one cannot a priori fix an 
i-finite set H such that only computations with neighborhoods H c 1.7/have to be 
considered (although we can do this after we know that A, B are ~-absolute) 
8. Comparison with Friedman-Sacks' [3-recursion theory 
Friedman and Sacks [8] have introduced a different recur~lon theory on hm~t 
ordinals 18. They define 18-r.e. and 18-rectusive in the same way but use a different 
notion of "finite'. 
x c L~ is 18-fimte :¢:~x ¢ La. 
This 18-recursion theory has been studied in several papers by Friedman 
[9, 10, 11, 12], Homer [15] Stoltenberg-Hansen [42] and the author 
[26, 27, 29, 31]. We call this theory FS 18-recursion theory. 
FS 18-recursion theory is closely connected to the study of ~v2 sets in c~- 
recursion theory Problems about v,.,zL~, sets like the existence of sets of minimal 
~t-degree for all admissible a have remained unsolved for a long time. The study 
of ~2L,, sets is equivalent o the study of subsets of L,, which ere v definable 
over (L,,, ~, C), where C is a complete regular a - r  e set. Tl'ois structure has 
basically the same fine structure as an initialsegment of L but ~t is ,n general 
inadmissible (if L, is not ~2 admissible), Therefore from the :,nterest in ~ sets 
over (L~, ~, C) one is naturaUy lead into a systematic study of *t  sets over Lo for 
inadmissible 18. 
The corresponding notion of 'finite' suggests itself from the paradigm (L~, ~. C) 
Since one is still interested in t~-degrees (where e~-finite sets are used as 'finite' 
sets), one calls a set "finite' iff it is an element of the considered unwe]'se If one 
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analyzes this step in terms of invariance under permutations of the universe one 
arrives at the following observation. Exen if one studies £2L~ sets "'as if they were 
r.e." by considering them as £~ sets over (/.~, E, C) one is still interested in results 
about a-recursion theory. Thus the characteri~ic nvariance group is still the set 
of all a-recursive permutations of L,~ - -not  the set of all ,V2L~-permutations of 
L~ 
But as soon as one starts a new recursion theory where 'r.e." is .,~1 over 
(L,~, E, C) it makes sense to adopt as the characteristic nvariance group for this 
theory the group of all 'recursive' (i.e. A~ (/.~, ~, C)) permutation of the universe 
L,. It is clear that the first point of view leads to FS/3-recursion theory and the 
second to invariant (3-recursion theory. 
FS (3-recursion has been very successful concerning the solution of open 
problems about 2~2L~ sets (see e.g. the existence of incomparable a-degrees 
above 0' [12] or the characterization f the jump of a-r,e, degrees [30, 31]~. 
If one studies FS (3-recursion theory for its own sake several strange effects 
arise. There are (3-recursive sets of nonzero (3-degree, there are (3-finite subsets 
of (3-r e. sets W which at no point of the enumeration of W are completely 
enumerated and there are (3-r.e. sets which are (3-recursively isomorphic but 
which have a different (3-degree. Further the definiUon of '(3-recursive in' is lifted 
verbaUm from a-recursion theory although for inadmissible (3 there is no compu- 
tatmn calculus with (3-finite computauons in the background which justifies this 
definition Therefore central points of a-recursion theory (e.g absoluteness 
effects like hyperregulanty) become meaningless in FS (3-recursmn theory. 
We expect that one gets in in, arrant (3-recursion theory more uniform results 
Many considerations in FS (3-recursion theory split into cases because of the 
lacking invanance (e.g, the (3-degree of a set depends on the chosen representa- 
tion, m (3 := to + to the (3-degree of a set A c to ~s in general different from the 
(3-degree of the set {to + n I n ~ A}). Constructions in invariant (3-recursion theory 
keep an unmistakable r curs~on theoreUc flav¢r because in thts theory a computa- 
tion from a (3-r.e. set behaves as in classical recursion theory. This is due to the 
fact that every i-finite subset of a (3-r.e. set W is completely enumerated at some 
point of the enumeration of W. New strategies are only needed because an 
enormous number of requirements have to be satisfied in a very short time. 
We consider invariant (3-reeursmn theory as an attempt o capture the fascinat- 
ing hard construction problems which arise if one drops the assumption of 
admiss~bihty and to present at the same t~me a sound conceptual framework. 
We show in the following two theorems that one can easdy recover large parts 
of the structure of (3-degrees ms,de the structme of i-degrees, 
Observe that in general A <~B does not imply A-~z,B and A ~k B does not 
Imply A <~0 B. 
Theorem 8.1. For every (3 one can embed the (3-recurswe (3-degrees into the (3-r.~ 
t-degrees (both conszdered as partial orders). 
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Proof. For A c La define 
A,:=I(K,  O)I Ke  La^K NA ~¢} 
U{(K, 1}[ K ~ La AK  N(La - A ) ~b 9 }. 
A, ff/3-r.e, if A is/3-recursive. 
One can translate i-finite neighborhood conditions Hc I .e -A  , into /3-finite 
neighborhood conditions K~ c_ A, K~, c I.~ - A: 
H~I~ - A,¢* 
]K t ,  K2~ L~(Kt = U{K ] (K, 1)~H} 
AK,= I._I{K t (K, 0)E H}^Ktc_AAK2~La -A) .  
Therefore A ~ B implies A, ~<, B, for/3-recurswe A, B H c L a -A ,  for i-finite H 
is reduced to /3-finite neighborhood conditions K 1 c A, Y_" c -La -  A. These are 
reduced to /3-finite neighborhood conditions /(l c_ B, /(2 ~ La - B (because 
A ~aB) and this is equivalent to (/~1.1) ~ L a - B,, (/(2, 05 ~ L a - B,. 
Since A, is/3-r.e, we need not consider l-finite neighborhood conditions H _c A,. 
In order to show A,<~,B, # A<~B we use the same translations. 
In order to get a degree embedding E we define for a/3-recurswe/3-degree a a 
E(a~) as the i-degree of A, for some /3-recursive A ca~. [] 
It is easy to check that the degree mbedding E from the prevmus proof always 
maps the least B-degree 0a on the lea~t i-degree 0, Further ~t maps for all 
inadmissible/3 the largest 3-recurswe B-degree 0~/~- on the largest/3-r.e i-degree 
0'. 
We have shown in [27] that for weakl~ inadmissible /3 one can embed the 
/3-recurswe/3-degrees one-one nnto the/3-r e. i-degrees (observe that the degrees 
m the admissible collapse of/3 are exactly the i-degrees). Such an isomorphism is
not possible for all inadmissible /3. Incomparable /3-r.e. i-degrees exist for all 13 
(Theorem 7.1) but there are strongly inadmissible /3 without incomparable 
/3-recursive 13-degrees (Friedman [l 115. It will be interesting to see for which/3 an 
isomorphism exists. 
Theatem 8.2. Assume/3 zs strongly inadmissible and/3* ~s v-2-regular O.e no V2L ~ 
function maps some 8</3* cofinall¢ into /3*5. Then one can embed the /3-r.e. 
B-degrees into those z-degrees a, which are r.e. m some (3-r.e. ~-degree b,<~,a,. 
Proof. We use the same embedding as in the proof of the previous theorem, for 
A/3-r.e. we define E(/3-deg(AS) as the l-degree of A,. We have (K, 1)e A,¢:>3 x 
K (xg~ A). Therefore A, is r.e. m A (more exactly one might say h-r.e in A '  since 
only i-finite conditions about A are used). Further A ~,A, (trivial) Therefore 
a,: = i-deg(A,) is as required with b,: =i-deg(A). 
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II remains to show that for /3-r.e. sets A, B: A ~aBC~A,<~,Bi. This follows 
from the following consideration which enables us to translate for O-r.e. A i-finite 
conditions about A, into 0-finite conditions about A. 
Assume H is i-finite and contains only elements of the form (K, 1) with K e L a. 
Then H~_A, means that V(K, I )eH3xeK(x¢A)  We show that in this ease 
there exists in fact a 0-finite se t / (  ~ L~-  A such that 
'¢ (K, 1 )~H: tx~K (x~K). 
Fix a /3-recursive functmn P which maps L a one-one onto /3*. Assume H is 
i-finite and V(K, 1 )~H3x~K (x~A). Then the following relatmn R has 
dora R = H. 
R "= {((K, 1), y) [ (K, 1)e HA P '(y)e KA P ~(yl¢ A}, 
R is ZzL o and therefore by Jensen's uniformization theorem [17] there is a XA,L a 
function F~ R with dora F =dora R. Since H is i-finite and 13" is xZ~-regular there 
is some 8</3"  with RgF~_& Then Ko:= P [A]N~L~.  Since we can't be sure 
that P -~[8-Ko]~ L~ we have to shrink it a httle more. By using v uniformiza- 
tion we get a 2~L a function F' which maps every (K, 1)E W on some y e ~-  Ko 
w~th P-~(y)sK.  This function F' is then in fact i-finite and therefore 
/ ( '=  P-~[Rg F'] is as well i-finite, in particular an element of L~. 
~¢e have shown in [31] that for some weakly inadmissible /3 the /3-r.e. 
/3 .legrees are ~somorph~c to the i-degrees of the preceding theorem. 
9. The lattice of [~-r.e. sets 
We are looking foz a notion of "finite" which is adequate for the stud} of the 
lattice of /3-r e sets for all /3 The analogous tep from to to a was done by 
Lerman [24] (see also his survey [25]). Lerman points out that the a-fimte sets are 
not an ideal if a*<a.  On the other hand he shows that the a*-finite sets (these 
are those a-finite sets which have a-cardinatity less than c~*~ capture most of the 
propemes which are characteristic for finite sets m the lattice of r.e. sets. 
We define below for every limit ordinal /3 the notion of a 1-finite set (1 for 
lattice). We suggest o consider this notion as the generalization of fimte in the 
lattice of /3-r.e. sets For admissible /3 this notion coincides with Lerman's 
a*-finite set 
Lemma 9.1. Assume [3 zs any limit ordinal and M ~ La. Then the fi)ltowing are 
equivalent 
(a) there is some 8</3* and a /3-recursive l~np|utut~ot! f tq I~ su4~h that 
M = tI~], 
(b) M is [J-me. and every B-re. subset of M ~s 13-recursiee; 
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(c} M is/3-n,cursit'e amt there ~s no/3-recurszve flmction wtuch ,naps L~ one-one 
into M; 
(d~ M is /3-recursive and there ~s some ~ </3* and some /3-recurs~ve function 
which maps ~ one-one onto M. 
Proof. (d)::~ (a): Assume M is/3-recursi~e and g is a/3-recurslxe function which 
maps 8 one-one onto M. L~ -M is/3-r.e, and therefore according to Lemma 1 9 
there is some 8~ ~max(/3*. trl cf/3) and a/3-recursive function h~ which maps 6~ 
one-one onto L~-  M. We have tS~ ~/3~* because otherwise one covald combine h~ -~ 
and g-~ in order to project La /3-recursively into some ordinal less than /3* 
Further wc have 6t ~ crl cf/3. because otherwise/3'~< trl cf/3 and both g and h~ 
have bounded range i~ L~. Thus 8, =max(/3*, ~rl cf/3). 
One shows analogously that there is a /3-recursive function h~ which maps 
max(/3*, trl cf/3) one-one onto Lo - & It,ohm' can then be used in order to extend 
g:5--~ M to a /3-recursive permutat,on of L 0 
(a) ~ (d) is trivial. 
One verifies easily that ~d) is eqmvalent to (b) and (c) by using aid'am Lemma 1.9 
and the basic properties of/3* 
Defmi~n 9,2, A set Mc_/.~ is called l-fimte if there is some 8</3* and a 
8-recursive permutation f of L~ such that M = f[8] 
It i~ obvious that i-finite sets can be defined in the same fashion with crl cf/3 
instead of/3~. Thus for every/3 the ordinals ~rl cf/3 and/3* are the two numbers 
which are characteristic for the two basic aspects of finiteness m /3-recursmn 
theory. In the context of computations ohe arrives at i-finite sets, in the context of 
the lattice of /3-r.e. sets one arrives at I-finite sets For the former aspect 
boundednes~ is an essential part of 'finite'. This is different it, the lattice of r e 
sets where finite sets play the role of '=c~s of measure zero' Thus m principle they 
might even be unbounded as long as they are thin enough. This phenomenon did 
not appear in a-recursive theory because there are no thir a-recurswe cofinal 
sets But if o'1 cf/3 </3* there exist very thin /3-recurslve cofinal sets. 
The aspect of I-finite sets as 'sets of measure zero' is described in (c) of Lemma 
0.1. In part (b) of this lemma it ~s verified that 1-fimte sets possess another 
property which is characteristic for finite sets in the lattice oi r e. sets" the induced 
lattice on a I-finite set is trivial (a Boolean algebra). Further from (b) one sees 
immediately that the I-finite set form a definable ideal m the lattice of [3-r.e. sets. 
We study m this paper only one other lattice theoretic oncept" simple sets. 
In order to give a correct definition of stmple sets m /3-recursion theory we 
consider ~*( /3 ) -  the quotient lattice of the lattice of/3-r.e, sets obtained upon 
factoring by the ideal of l-finite sets. The elements of ~*(/3~ are equwalence 
classes with respect o the congruence relatmn: 
U~ V.¢~3 l-finite I [U~_ VtA IA Vc_ U O IL 
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According to Lerman [25] one calls an element a of a lattice {L v,  A. 0, 1~ 
L-stmple if for all b ~ L 
a^b=O=:> b=O. 
For the considered lattice ~*(fl) this definition says that the equivalence class of 
a/3-r.e, set W is ~*(/3)-simple iff eyed ~ tS-r,e, set U ~/13 - W is l-finite. 
It is customary in reeursion theory to exclude from this lattice theoretic 
definition the largest elerlent 1, i.e. the class of/3-r.e, sets with 1-fiuite comple- 
ment. Thus we arrive at the following definition, ~hich coincides for admissible 
ordinals with the standard efinition in o~-recursion theory (see Lerman [25]). 
]Oel~lion 9.3. A ~-r.e. set W is simple if L o - W is not l-finite but every fl-r,e, 
,~ubset of L~ - W is l-finite. 
If/3 is admtssible or weakly inadmissible a fl-r.e, set W is simple iff L o - W is 
not i-fimte but every 13-r.e. subset of L~-  W is i-finite (because an i-finite set 
which is not l-finite contains a /3-r,e. non fl-recursive set). 
We considei in Section 10 simple sets for strongly inadmissible fl with 13" 
/3-recursively regular. For these /3 a fl-r.e, set W with L0-W__q/3* is simple iff 
L a - W is unbounded in 13" but every/3-r e. set U~_ L a - W is bounded below t*  
and this holds iff L B - W is unbounded in I~* but every U ¢ L a with U c L 0 - W is 
bounded below /3*. 
10. A 13-r.e. degree without a simple set and a splitting theorem for simple [3-r.e. 
sets 
If 13 is admissible or weakly inadmissible then every 18-r.e. non ~-recursive 
i-degree contains a simple set. This comes as a side result out of the reEular set 
theorem in a-recursion 'heory, which says that every a-r.e, a-degree contains an 
a-r.e set A which is regular (i.e. V~<~(ANLs~L~))  (see [28]). Now if 
f :  c~ --, A is an c~-recurswe enumeration of a regular non a-recursive set A, "then 
the deficiency set 
D :={x  13 y> ~ (/(y~<f(x))} 
is s~mple and of the same a-degree as A. 
For strongly inadmissible 18 regular 13-r.e. sets are very rare. E.g. for/3 =~+00 
every regular /3-r.e. set is of degree 0, But for these /3 one can still construct 
nontrivi~d simple sets. In fact a solution of Post's problem in general produces 
automatically simple sets, Theorem 11).4 below shows that these simple sets have 
some of the benefits of regular sets in ct-recursion theory: we can split them hato 
two r.e. sets of lower degree. On the other hand the question which O-r.e. 
i-degrees contain simple sets is more difficult than the analogous question about 
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regular sets in a-recu~sion theory. We produce in Theorem 10.3 a 13-r.e. non 
B-recursive i-degree w~thout a simple set Both constructions rely on the follow- 
ing combinatorial lemma. 
[ ,nnm 10.1 (ZFC), Ass,~me p and K are cardinals aria p<cfK Let M be an 
utu5ounded subset of K and f be a function which assigns to every element of M some 
subset of ~ of cardinality less than p. Then there ~s some ~ < K such that 
V or < K ] r ~ o" ('r ~ M,~,f(r) f3(ct- ~)=~), 
Proof. Assume such a 8 does not exist. Then 
V (~ < K 3 cr < K ~' ,r >~ o" (,r E M --~ f (,r ) f3 ( c" -- t~ ) ~ (h ). 
Define a strictly increasing sequence (~)~<~ of ordinals less than K as follows: 
8o': ' -  O: 
~.~ is the least or> 8~ such that (r < ~c and 
~x:=saPS~ for Xlimit. 
3,<.k 
Since p<cfK  thts sequence is well defined a, J g: =sup~<,,8~ is less than K. 
Take some ~ ~ M such that "~ >~ g. Then 
But this is impossible since the cardinality of f(÷') is less than p. [] 
The preceding lemma is closely related to the famdiar A-System lemma, which 
is often used in forcing and combinatorics ( ee Kuren [23] and Jech [16]). In fact 
Lemma 10.1 ~upplies adifferent proof of the A-System lemma, which follows a~ a 
corollary. 
Corolla~ 10.2,. Assume v is a cardinal with 2 ~ = v +. Then for every family W of 
subsets of v'+ of cardinality <~v with IW[ = v ~ " there is some Wt c W such :hat 
IWd--tWl and Wl is quasi-dis.lomt (z.e. there is some z such that V x, y~ 
Wt (xCly = z) 
Proof, Let f be an enumeration of W with dom f= v ÷+, By Lemma 10.1 there is 
some ~ < v' ~ such that 
V ,S < KB~- ~o- if(r) n(o--,~) --- ¢). 
Thus we can choose some W'c_ W such that IW'I=tWI and for all x, yEW'  
xf' lyc_8. Since [6l~v ÷ and (v~) " =v+<v *+ there is some WI~ W' such that 
Iwd=lw'l and all elements of W~ have the same intersection with 8, [] 
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Observe that Lemma 10.1 works as well if K is the successor or  a singular 
cardinal 0. Tins situation will actually occur in the application of Lemma 10.1 in 
Theorem 10.3 and Theorem 10.4 (e.g. for /3=N,~+l+N0. One can not use the 
a-System lemma here, because it does not hold for r = lo *, p singular, W a 
collection of sets of sine less than p, card W = K. 
Theorem 10.3. Assume tr l  cf/3 <18" and/3* is a regular cardinal m L. Then there 
zs a ~3-re t-degree a>O such that no i-degree b<~a contains a smtple set. 
Proof. We use the combinatorial Lemma 10,1 with ~ :~ t8" and V : ~ ~rl cf/3 and 
in addition ~ We construct a fl-r.e, non 18-recursive set A ~_/3* such that B ~,A  
for all simple sets B. We can assume without loss of generalit~ that L a - B __q/3". If 
D is any other simple set we constder instead B :=P[D]L I (La - /3* ) ,  where P 
maps Lo one-one onto /3*. B is again simple and of the same i-degree as D. 
If B is a stmple set with L a - B G/3", then L a - B is unbounded in/3" but every 
18-r e. set U~_La-B  is bounded below /3*. If B ={e} A, then there is a stage of 
the construction where {e} computes from the so far enumerated part of A, that 
unboundedly many x~18" are not in B (we use here that t r l  cf/3</3~). The 
strategy IS then, to preserve these computations for unboundedly many arguments 
x. The set of these arguments i then an element of L a and unbounded in/ .~ - B. 
This contradicts B rumple 
The burden of this strategy is, that a single requirement may prevent an 
unbounded subset of /3" from A. Thus we get problems to ~atisfy the positive 
reqmrements which make A non /3-recurst~,e. 
Our escape is the fact that not all unbounded subsets of 13" are equal. If we 
consider e.g. complements of closed unbounded sets m B '~, then these comple- 
ments are so thin, that the union of less than/3* many still does not fill up ~.  By 
the help of Lemma 10 l we may choose an unbounded set of arguments x such 
that all the computations {e}a(X~ together use only some part of A which lies in 
the complement of a closed unbounded set. Concermng the 6</3"  given by 
Lemma 10.1 we use © in order to guess at AN& 
Fkx a ")-sequence (Sa [ 3e/3~')~ L a a~ in the proof of Theorem 7.1, Let P be a 
/3-recurswe function which maps L a one-one onto /3*. Let q : t r l c f /3 -* /3  be 
/3-recursive, strictly increasing and cofinal. 
At stage i~ </3* we conslder cqutrements N,.x and P, where e < 8 and X e S~. 
The cardmahty of these requirements i less than 18~. N,.× tries to prevent that 
B ~,A  via P-t(e)  for a simple set B. N, r uses X as a guess at A ~& P, trtes to 
prevent hat W e ,t~ = L~ - A. 
The construction proceeds in tr l  cf/3 many steps. At step 3, we use all 
information available in Lq~}. At every step 3' we run through all stages ~ < 18" 
lind consider all requirements at stage ~i in some fixed order. 
Step 3", stage ~: Assume Ne. x ~s the next requirement which is to be considered. 
We do only something for N,.x, if P- l (e)  converges in L~tv} and if ne~,er before 
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something was done for N, x at stage & In this case we on17~ do something ff ~) 
holds: 
® V 0" < B* 3 r ~> 0" (-r ~. (3* :~::! i-finite H ((~, H~ ~ W ~'" 
P | {'e "* 
~H n(0" -8 )=OAH nX =O 
, \(no element of H is already in A)) 
'~ e ~T If ® holds we choose a scqucnc ~ , ,  H,.),.~, such that (rv),,<~* and (mm(H, , -  
6)),.~e. are strictly increasing and for every vH,, is l-finite, (r,,,H,,)6 w e ,~,r 
H,, CI X .= 0. no element of H,~ is already m A and such that U {H~ ] v < (3*} lies in 
the complement of a closed unbounded subset of/3*. One gets such a sequence by 
constructing stmtl!taneously a closed unbounded set in the complement of 
U {H,, I v<B*},  using ®. After we have fixed such a sequence we restrain 
(U {H,, I v< l~*})-iS from A for N~.x at stage 6. 
If P. is the ne~i requirement at stage iS, we only do something if no element of 
~,:t~..~,_,~) has so far been enumerated in A. If there is some x~ ,, p ,¢¢~, iS <x  </3", 
which is not restrained from A for any requirement at some stage ~<& we 
enumerate the least such x m A. 
End of the construction. 
In order to see that A has the desired properties we note first that for every 
stage iS the set of r which we enumerated in A for requirements ~: stage ~ iS is 
bounded belo~ /3*. Since iS is not enumerated in A for a requirement at stage 8 
and o0 <cf/3 ~ there is a closed unbounded set C in 15" which is disjoint from A 
Further for every stage iS there is a closed unbounded set Cs in (3~ such that no 
element of C~ is ever restrained from A for a requirement at stage ~<iS (use the 
fact that the intersection of <[3" many club sets tn /3" ts club) 
Assume for ,- contradiction that L~-  A = ~.-,¢,~. Consider some stage iS > e 
Then Ca n c xs closed unbounded in /3* and C~ n cc_ We ,~. Take any x e 
C8 n C with x > iS. Take 3' large enough such that P-t(e)  converges in L,¢v) and 
~ w~" P .... 'c,, Then we make Wp ,~,~nA~:O during the consideration of P~ at stage 
of step ~ if this was not already done before. Therefore .4 is not/3-recurs~ve 
Assume now for a contradiction that B ~<,A via P-t(e) for some 3~mple set B 
with L a -B  c (3*. Then there is some stage Vo such that P-~(e) converges in L,~v o, 
and there is an unbounded set of r ~/3* -B  such that for sonie 1-fimte H with 
H~_/~-A  we have (~-, H)~ W~7',]'~ (ff such a Yo does not exist we get a cofinal 
function from erl cf/3 in /3*, contradicting the regularity of B*) We apply then 
Lemma 10~1 to the function which assigns to these ~" some H as above Thus 
there is ~ome 6</3"  such that for all 0"<(3* we can find some "r where the 
associated H satisfies H n (0" -6 )= 0 Go to some stage iSo ~> ,5 such that A n ~o 
S~. At stage ~'o we consider then N¢ ,,n~, at stage iSo. For th~s requirement ® ts 
at this point satisfied. Therefore at some point of the construction a sequence 
(%,, H,),,~a. is associated with N,.a~,,, at stage 8o- Only boundedly much is 
enumerated in A for positive requirements at stages ~&~. Therefore there is some 
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Vo</3* such that H ,c_ I , -A  for V~Vo. S, nce B<~A via P-~(e) we have then 
z~dB for v>~vo. Thus {z~ I v>~vo} is an unbounded subset of L~-B  which is an 
element of L a. "Ihis contradicts B simple. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 10.3. 
Theorem 10.4. Assume ~rl d /3 </3* and/3* is 2fz-regular (i.e. there is no ~-21-, 
function which maps some 8 </3* cofinally into/3*). Then for every simple/3-r.e, set 
W there are/3-r.e, sets Wt, W2 such that W~ n W2 = tL W = W~ O W~. Wt <, W. 
W2 <, W and W =, Wt~ W2. 
Proof. No Splitting theorem has so far been proved for the strongly inadmissible 
case because the familiar preservation strategy of Sacks leads to many problems. 
Fix some/3-recursive strictly increasing function q which maps crl cf/3 cofinally 
into /3. It may very well be that for every 3,<trier/3 the ~,th requirement 
demands that from a certam point on an initial segment of Wt of length q(3') has 
to be protected. Since every element of W must end up in Wt or in W2 this means 
that nearly no computation from Wz can be protected for the sake of a 
requirement of priority >~trl cf/3. If/3 is admissible or weakly inadmissible one 
can make the list of requirements so short, that no requirement of priority 
~>trl cf/3 exists (see [15, 31, 40, 41]). There is no way to do this here because /3 
may have a larger cardinality than trl cf/3. 
Our first step is to project he problem into/3* so that we can make use of the 
assumed regularity of/3*. It Is obviously enough to solve the following problem: 
Given some/3-r.e. C G/3* such that/3* - C is unbounded in/3* but every/3-r.e. 
set U~_/3*-C is bounded below ~* Construct /3-r.e..sets A, B such that 
A nB =~). C = A O B, A <,C, B <,C and C ~,A ff~ B. 
As in the proof of Theorem 10.3, strong inadmissibility of /3 has one good 
feature: If C ={e} A, then there is a stage m the construction where for an in/3* 
unbounded set of arguments there exist computations of {e} from the constructed 
part of A. At this point we have then a lot of choice concerning which 
computations from A we want to preserve. 
But the similarity to the proof of Theorem 10.3 ends here because we can no 
longer afford to restrain forever any in/3* unbounded set of elements from A for 
a single requirement, no matter how clever we choose this unbounded set. Every 
element of C is put in A or m B and all the elements which are restrained from A 
will injure cc reputations from B. 
Fortunatel'1 m the considered situation the Sacks preservation strategy does not 
require to preserve forever a large number of computations for a single require- 
ment (altht~agh this has so far always be donee. F~*r a single requirement i is 
enough to preserve for a limited time a large number of equations C~x) = {e}A(X'~. 
This preservation finally forces the appearance of an inequa!iB, for ~ome xo which 
is enumerated in C. From that point on we only have to preserxe the single 
computauon {e}A(xo), which uses only i-finitely much from A. The elements 
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which were restrained in order to preserve the other computations {e}afx) are 
released and can now be restrained from A for the sake cf other requirements. A 
combinatorial trick makes sure that no single element is restrained unboundedly 
often for changing requirements. Therefore we can finall~ put every element of C 
in A or B. 
In orde- to make the combinatorial rgument work it is essential that we choose 
very carefully the large number of equations which we preserve for a linuted time. 
l, emma 10,1 supplies again a stage 8 </3* where a particularly convenient choice 
is possible, 
Obserx'e that it is not possible to make A, B in addition simple because ach 
tics in the compleraent of the other, 
We start now with exact construction of A, B and assume that a 2~tL o
definition of C has been fixed. 
Let P he a ~-recursive function which maps L e one-one onto /3", F~x a 
~-sequence (Sn 18</3")¢ L~ as in the proof of Theorem 7.1 
We ha~e for every e ¢/3* requirements N A, N~ N~ tries to prevent hat 
V x ~ 18" (x~ C *-* 3 i-finite H ((x, W~ ~ ~-~,~  ^ H ~/3* - A)) 
On stage ~ </3* we consider all requirements N ~' B ,x, N~.x with e < 8 anzl X ~ $8. 
N A~,: considers X as a guess at A Iq & 
There is a /3-recursive function h which maps for every 8 the requirements 
considered at stage 8 one-one onto some ordinal h(8) with i~ ~< h(8)</3*. 
We write then the requirements at stage 8 m the form (Rsa)~<h(8~. 
The construction proceeds hke i'1 Theorem 10.3 in erl cft3 many steps. At 
every, step 3' < ~r 1 ef/3 we run through all stages 8 and consider the requirements 
(R~,)~<h(,~, in their assigned order. 
Constmcl~on : 
Step -~, Stage & Assume R~,j is the next requirement to be considered. 
Assume that R, a is some NA~.x. We do only something for N,.~x if Lq(~)~ 
[3y(P(y) = e)]. 
If R~ was never activated before we activate R,,~ now if 
(*) Vcr(~ <o,</3"  ---* ::l~(cr ~ 1- </3" ^ ~  i-finite H((T, H)~ We L .... '(~ 
^(no element of H is aheady in A) 
r ,H ~_ (/3*-cr)U~ AH V1X =O))). 
In this case we associate a sequence (%, H~), <~. with R~ which is defined by 
recursion as follows Assume (%,,, H,,,),,.<~ is already defined and v </3*. Define 
(r~., = sup{y e/3* I (some sequence ('~,/-7/o)0<~, has been associated with a 
requirement on stage <~S or some R~sa,, with f< l  and y ~/.7/~ for some 
p ~< v) v (y :- r~. for some v' < v) v (y e H~, for some v' < v)}. 
We define then (r,~H~.) as a pmr (~',H) which has a relattonshlp to 
cr:=max(cr,,, 8)+ 1 as in (*). 
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In case that P~.) = N~x was already activated at some step before but is not yet 
fimshed we cheek first whether some element of 8 -  X has been enumerated :.nto 
A. If yes, we finish R~.) now (nothing else is done for Rs.~). If no. we cheek for the 
sequence (%,H~) which was associated with Rs.~ before whether for some 
v<18" L~(v)l:[l-~ e C] and no element of H,. -8  is already in A or has before been 
restrained from A or B for some requirement on stage <~6. If such a v exists we 
choose it minimal and restrain H~-  6 from A for R~.i. R~ i is then finished. 
At the end of step 3' we consider all y such that L~(v)l:[y ~ C] but y is not yet 
enumerated in A or B. If y is not in some H,, -8  for some .-equenc¢ (r,,. H,,),. a" 
associated with some activated but not yet fimshed requirement Rs~ we enumer- 
ate now y in A or in -3. We look then at the requirement of highest priority for 
which y has been restrained. If this requirement restrains y from A then we 
enumerate y in B. If it restrains y from B or if y is not restrained for any 
reqmrement we enumerate y in A. 
We say that Rsd has higher priority than R,s..c if 8<8 '  or 8=-8'  and l< f .  
End of the construction. 
Fact 1. Every requirement I~  =- N~x which is activated is later ~inished. 
Proof. Let (%, H~)~<0. be the sequence associated with Rs,~ ~ N~x when it is 
activated. 
Obviously R8 ) is finished ff some element of 8 - X is enumerated in A Thus we 
can assume that A N6 c_ X~ It is already enough to know that 13" is V,-regular in 
order to see that there is ~ome vo<fl* such that for v-~ vo no element of H , , -8  is 
ever restrained for some requirement on stage <~8 of course we use here as well 
that H , , -6  contains for large v only large elen,,.nts). Further as long as R~) is not 
fimshed no element of any H~--8 ~s enumerated into A according to the 
construction. 
Therefore as soon as 3" is large enough such that Lq~g[% e C] for some v ~> vo 
(such a 3' exists by the properUes of C) Rs~ wdt be fimshed. [3 
Fact 2. For euery element of y < (3* lhere are only 1irately many reqmrements Rs.r 
such that y ~ H, - 8 for some v < (3*, where (%, H,,)~<o. is the sequence associated 
wtth I~ , 
Proof. If y is m some/7/o-  8 of a sequence (~,, H,,) associated with R~ and y is 
as well in some H~-8  of a later defined sequence (~,,,/4,,) associated with a 
reqmrement R,,) of lower priority than Rt~r, then v,~ e by construction (see the 
defimtion of or,, m the construction). Therefore this caanot be aerated infinitely 
often. 
But still there remains omething to prove because we ma, have ), ~ p If R6., is 
of higher priority than /'Is,r. 
Assume the claim is false for y. Let M be the set of the first to reqmrements R~) 
(ordered by priority) such that y ¢ H~-  8 for some v < t8", where (~r~, H.,)~< o. is 
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the sequence associated with Rs.r We consider then out o' M the first to 
requirements (Ra~),~, in the order of their activation during he construction 
This sequence contains a subsequence (R~..~,),,~,o such that fo~ ~very n~oRs,.,~,,, 
has higher priority than Ra,~,.., ... (we use here the dcfimtion of M). If (%. H~)~<z. 
is the sequence associated with Rs, .~,. we write than ~,~ for the v with y ~ H~ - ~,. 
Then by construction we ha~e ~,~,> v,, > • • •, a contradiction. [] 
We show now that C = {P° ~(e)} "~t implies that the requirement N,) succeeds at 
some stage 8 > e. which leads to a contradiction. In order to prove the existence of 
such a stage ~ one can directly apply the combinatorial Lemma 10.1 ff B* ~s 
sufficiently regular. In order to get along only with *,-regularity of/3" we gwe m 
the proof of Fact 4 b, elow an effective version of the proof of the combinatorial 
lemma. The following Fact 3 will be needed for th~s effectwe version 
Fact 3, Asstone that for all ~ ~ /3* 
x ~/3* - C¢~ ~-¢fimte H ((x, H) ~ We ~,,~ A H __./3~ - A) 
Then for e'.'ery ~o<crl  ci/3 there ts some ~ such that 
~/o~ 3, < tr ! cf/3 
and 
V 8 </3* ~ o, </3* ~r (a~ < r< ~3*A~ ~-finite H 
((r, H} ~ ~' ~, ,~. \  H f3 A f3 8 = .~,\ (no element of H ,s enumerated in
A by lhe end of step 3'~)}. 
Proo|. Assume the contrary. Then for every ~ with 3"o~<3"<o-1 cfl3 there are 
8~. cr, </3* such that no r~>cr, sattsfies the condition above It is enough to show 
that the c% can be chosen m such a way that 6" =sup{o', 13"o~,<c~1 cf/3}</3" 
Because then we can take some r > 6" with ~r e (3* - C For this r there exists some 
l-finitc /-t with (~-, H) ~ wt~"~ for some 3'l ~ ~/o and H ~_/3* - A. Because r >I ~r~, 
this ts a contradiction to the properties of c%,. 
We show now that one can assign ordinals 8~, ¢r~ as above by a -~ funcUon In 
order to express that 8~. ¢r~ have the correct properties we need as well ~ ~ A In 
order to see that the function ~ --~ ~ f3 A is V:L a we consider the/3-recurs~ve set 
A, := {(v. x) I v <cr l  cf/3 and x is enumerated m A by the end of step v} 
For e,,ery ~ </3* the set A, N(o-1 cf/3 ×~) is an element of L B and the function 
,5 ~ A, n(cr l  cf/3 × i5) is ,V~L a. One can express therefore by a ~2 formula that for 
V<ct l  cf 13 some tuple (xl, x2, x~. x~) has the properties which we expect from 
(8~. cry, A~ n(o, l  cf ~ x 8~), A n,~).  With ,V~-uniformlzation we get a ~21[.~ func- 
tion 3' "-* (8~. tr.~. A, f3 (crl cf ~ × ~) ,  A f3 ~)  and thus in particular a Z2Lu func- 
tion 3"--~cr~. Since /3* is V,-regular the set {¢r, 13,,,~<3,<o-1 cf/3} ~s bounded 
below /3*. [] 
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In the following let p be an element of L~ which contains all parameters of the 
construction. We know then that A f3 8, B n 8 ¢ S, for ,5 
:={8</3 '  I hff(SU{p})x~o]n/3* =~} as m the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
Fad 4. Assume that for all x E/3* 
x e [3* - C¢~3 i-finite H ((x, H) ~ Wp-~ A H c_/3"- A). 
Then for ever), 3'o<orl cf/3 and every 80</3* there are 3".8 such that 3'o<~V< 
orl cf/3, 8o<~8</3 *, 8~Cp and 
V or </3"3~- (or~< ~" </3* A3 i-finite H ((I-, H)~ W e ,,,~ 
A H n A n 8 = ¢ A (no element of H is enumerated 
m A by the end of stage 3") A H O (or- 8) = 0)), 
l~root. Take 3'~ 3"0 according to Fact 3. Assume for a contradiction that the 
desired 8 does not exist for this 3'. Then we can assign to every 8 ~ C~ some or ~ C~, 
such that 6<or</3"  and for all (~'. ~r\~ u:t~''' ~xith o r~</3* ,  HnAnS=~ j#v .  vv p - l{¢)  
and no element of H is enumerated in A by the end of stage 3' we have 
H n (or- 8) ~ ~l. We define a function h : o'1 cf/3 --~/3* such that for v < o-1 cf/3 
h(v+ 1) has the same relationship to h(v) as or to 8 above. We define h(A)= 
sup~<x h(v) for limit ordinals A. In order to show that h e L o we first define a 
function g which assigns to v not only an ordinal or = h(v) but in addition 
(A, n (or I cf/3 x or), A n or, (/3* - cp), n (orl cf/3 × or), ( /3"-  C~) n or). 
A~ ~s again a O-recursive set assocmted with A (see the proof of Fact 3) and 
(/3*-Cp), is an analogous fl-recursive set associated with the /3-r.e. se t /3* -C  r. 
The exact definition of g is as follows. Fix some 8~ ~ 8o such that ~i t~ C~,. 
g(0) '= (81, A, n torl cf/3 x 80. A n 81, (fl* - ¢.~,~, 
n (or I cf/3 x 80, (/3" - Cp) n 80; 
g(v+ 1):=(o-, A~ n(orl  cf/3 xtr), Anor ,  (/3"- Cp), 
n (orl cf/3 x or), (is*- c~) n~-) 
where or >(g(v))o has the same properties w.r.t. Igtv))o as cr w.r.t 8 above and is 
minimal wtth this property: 
g(h) =(m A, n(orl  cf/3 × or), A no ,  (/3* - c~), 
n(orl  cf/3 xo-),(/3* - c~3ncr) 
where or =sup,,.~x(g(v~)o for limit ordinals h 
In order to show that gEL  a we prove by mduct~on on v (v~or l  cf/3) that 
g I' v e L~**. The induction step is only nontrivml ii v i,~ a limit ordinal h. ht this 
case one knows already that g [' p e L~, for p < X and one can easily see that the 
functmn p --~ g [' p for # < h is -~2 definable over L a, One has to express in this _v 2 
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formula that for u~i<p (g(v+l))(~ is minimal such that (g(v+l))o~C~ 
and . . . .  At this point we use that the corresponding initml segments of C v are 
included in the values of g. So grX is v,_/_~ and therefore 
:=sup{(g(~'))o[ v<X}</3* because B* is ~2 regular. But then we can give as 
well a ~tL  a definition of g~X because we can use the sets Ane,  CpAE~L a as 
parameters in this 2lLo definition. Since g ~ A is ~lL~ and bounded below 13" it is 
in fact an element of L~.. 
Thus we have shown that g e L o. Therefore g: = sup{(g(v))o t ~' < o-1 cf/3} </3*. 
Since 3' v, as chosen according to Fact 3 there is a pair (~-, r~= wt~,~, ~.,~ ..~, (~) such that 
g < ~r < (~*. H i-finite H O A ~ g = ¢ and no element of H is enumerated in A by 
the end of step 3'. By the definition of g we have for every ~,< 
o. 1 cf ~ H n ((g(,, + 1))o- (g(~'))o) ~ ¢. Since the function v ---- (g(v))o ~s strictly 
increasing this is a contradiction to H being i-finite. []  
Fact S, There is no e < ~* such that for all x ~ /3* 
x ~ ~* - C¢~3 i-finite H ((x, H)~ Wp-,(e)A H c_ [3* - A) .  
]Proof. Assume the contrary. Take some 3'o<orlcf/3 such that L~o)~ 
3y(P (y )=e)  and some 80 such that e<8o</3" .  For these 3'o, 80 let 3,,b be 
ordinals as in Fact 4. 
Since 8 E C o we have A fqS~ $8. Further N~an8 on stage 8 is activated at step 3' 
if it was not already activated before. According to Fact 1 there ~s then some step 
3"~ where N~,n~ on stage 8 is finished. Since no element of 8 - (A  n S) is 
enumerated into A the requirement is finished because there is a pair ('r~, ttL) out 
of the sequence associated with A N,~c~ on stage 8 such that Lq(~,)~[r~ C] and no 
element of H~ -- 8 is restrained for some requirement on stage ~8 and no element 
of H~-  8 is already in A. all elements of H~-  8 are then restrained from A for 
A N,.An~ on stage 8 when this requirement is finished. 
Since 8 E C v no element of H~ - 8 is ever restrained for a reqmrement or,. stage 
<8. Further no element of H~-8  ~s ever restrained for a requirement or, stage 
~8. after it is restrained for N~Ana on stage 8. Therefore no element of H -8  is 
ever restrained for a requirement of higher priority. 
Thus H~ c_/3*-A and r,.~ C and (r~, H~)~ We ,,~), a contradiction. L3 
Fat /&  C= A U B. 
Prater. By Fact 1 and Fact 2 for evely y ~/3" there is a step after which y is never 
restrained by an activated requirement which is not yet fimshed [] 
It follows as in classical recursion theory that A ~<, C, B ~<, C and C =,A~B 
Therefore by Fact 5 and Fact 6 A and B have all the desired propertses. This 
finishes the proof of Theorem 10.4. Et 
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